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Effects of Turning Radius on Skid-Steered Wheeled Robot Power  




This research highlights the need for a new power model for skid-steered wheeled 
robots driving on loose soil and lays the groundwork to develop such a model. State-of-
the-art power modeling assumes hard ground; under typical assumptions this predicts 
constant power consumption over a range of small turning radii where the inner wheels 
are rotating backwards. However, experimental results performed both in the field and in 
a controlled laboratory sandbox show that, on sand, power is not in fact constant with 
respect to turning radius. Power peaks by 20% in a newly identified range of turns where 
the inner wheels rotate backwards but are being dragged forward. This range of turning 
radii spans from half the rover width to R', the radius at which the inner wheel is not 
commanded to turn. Data shows higher motor torque and wheel sinkage in this range. To 
progress toward predicting the required power for a skid-steered wheeled robot to 
maneuver on loose soil, a preliminary version of a two-dimensional slip-sinkage model is 
proposed, along with a model of the force required to bulldoze the pile of sand that 
accumulates next to the wheels as it they are skidding.  However, this is shown to be a 
less important factor contributing to the increased power in small-radius turns than the 
added inner wheel torque induced by dragging these wheels through the piles of sand 
they excavate by counter-rotation (in the identified range of turns). Finally, since a direct 
application of a power model is to design energy-efficient paths, time dependency of 
power consumption is also examined. Experiments show reduced rover angular velocity 
in sand around turning radii where the inner wheels are not rotated and this leads to the 
introduction to a new parameter to consider in path planning: angular slip. 
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Skid-steer rovers are defined as mobile vehicles with wheels or tracks where the right and left sides
are both fixed poiting forward, but independently rotate at different velocities in order to maneuver.
These maneuvers range from a turn with zero radius of curvature (point turn), when the wheels on
both side are rotating at equal speed in opposite direction, to straight line driving, when both sides
are rotating at the same velocity, in the same direction. As the wheels are directly coupled to
the motors and do not require a steering mechanism, these rovers are very compact and robust,
which makes them suitable for rough terrains. Therefore, due to their maneuverability, mechanical
simplicity and robustness, skid-steer rovers are widely used for excavation, construction, military
and planetary exploration applications. Energy-efficient navigation is an important aspect of any of
these applications, especially when autonomously planning paths in power-starved environments.
However, the power consumption for skid-steer vehicles can be high, and also highly variable,
compared to other steering mechanism (such as explicit or Ackerman steering) due to the torque
Figure 1.1 Clearpath Husky A200 on the dunes of the White Sands National Monument (WSNM)
in New Mexico, USA.
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required to overcome lateral motion resistance while skidding in a turn. Detailed power modeling
is thus essential for this important and popular class of mobile robots. It is also important to note
that loose soil is frequently encountered in the applications cited above, though skid-steer rover
power consumption in loose soil has not yet received much attention in the literature.
Accordingly, the state-of-the-art in power modeling for skid-steer rovers is for motion on rigid
terrain. In this research, the applicability of these power models on loose soil is studied, with
an explicit consideration of the turning radius (or radius of curvature). This chapter first presents
an in-depth review of the literature before establishing the contributions of this research and the
outline of the thesis.
Terminology
Throughout this thesis, an important distinction is made between the terms terrain, soil and
sand. As depicted in Fig. 1.2, a terrain includes both its type and its geometry (i.e.slope and
roughness for example). Soil is one a type of terrain and includes sand, clay or any other soils.
Figure 1.2 Difference between the terms terrain, soil and sand
1.1 Literature Review
In order to comprehensively study power modeling for skid-steered wheeled robots, it is necessary
to also review their kinematics, dynamics, and wheel-soil interactions.
1.1.1 Kinematic Model
For differential wheeled and tracked vehicles, the location of the center of rotation for the vehicle,
ICRv, is not the same as the center of rotation of each wheel or track set [1], as it can be seen
in Fig. 1.3. This figure also shows the vehicle’s coordinate frame, which is fixed relative to the
vehicle. Due to slippage, the left and right instantaneous centers of rotation (ICR) lie outside
of the wheel track and they are expressed with respect to the vehicle’s coordinate frame such
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that ICRl = (xICRl ,yICRl) and ICRr = (xICRr ,yICRr). The vehicle’s center of rotation as well as the
two ICRs are located on the same line, parallel to the vehicle X axis [1]. The distance from the
geometric center of the rover to this parallel line is defined as yICRv and can be found using Eq.
1.1.
Figure 1.3 Schematic figure of a 4-wheel skid-steered wheeled robot performing a left turn. ~v has
components vx and vy.
The components along the X axis of the left and right instantaneous centers of rotation can be
obtained knowing the linear and angular velocities, as shown in Eq. 1.2 and Eq. 1.3, where vx and
vy are the vehicle’s linear velocity expressed along the vehicle X and Y axis respectively, wz is the
angular velocity around the Z-axis and Vl and Vr are the left and right wheel set commanded linear
velocities respectively, computed by multiplying the commanded angular velocity of each wheel
set by the wheel radius. It is also important to note that the location of the center of mass has an
impact on the location of the left and right instantaneous centers of rotation. As it moves closer
to one side of the vehicle, the wheels on this side will slip less, thus resulting in an instantaneous
center of rotation closer to those wheels [2].













The distance between these two centers of rotation is defined as the slip track (Bs) [3].
Bs = xICRr   xICRl (1.4)
As the ICRs always lie outside of the rover’s track due to slippage, the slip track is always
greater that the track width, i.e. Bs   B [1][3], where B is the distance between the left wheels
center and right wheels center. It is important to note that, even if xICRv and R, i.e. the distance
between ICRv and the rover’s geometric center, range within ±•, the values of xICRl , xICRr and
yICRv remain within bounded areas for a specific terrain, regardless of the maneuver [1][3]. Hence,
the slip track can be used as a measure of the overall skidding of the wheeled vehicle. A bigger slip
track indicates a higher lateral slip for a particular terrain. Accordingly, the ICR positions can help
characterize the properties of a terrain [3]. Studies have also shown that knowing the instantaneous
center of rotation locations can enhance the pose estimation [1][4] and be used for power modeling
[5][6][7].























These kinematics will be further developed in Section 2.1, according to appropriate simplifying
assumptions and constraints.
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On-line Estimation the ICR Location
Pentzer et al. [4] used an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to estimate the ICR locations.
Knowing the kinematic model of a skid-steered vehicle, the velocity along the North and East axis,
i.e. N˙ and E˙, are
N˙ = vy cosyH  vx sinyH , (1.9)
E˙ = vy sinyH  vx cosyH . (1.10)
As shown in Figure 1.4, yH is defined an being the angle from the North axis to the x-axis of
the vehicle.
Figure 1.4 Heading Angle yH used in ICR estimation
Using Eq. 1.2 and 1.3, an expression for wz can be derived and included in the state vector
used in the Extended Kalman Filter. Zero-mean gaussian noises (gN , gE , gw , gr, gl and gx) are
also added to each element of the state vector. As mentioned, since the instantaneous centers of
rotation are bounded to small region regardless of the maneuver, their location can be modeled as











vy cosyH  vx sinyH +gN









This state vector is then discretized and used in the algorithm presented in [4] to estimate
on-line the position of the instantaneous centers of rotation.
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1.1.2 Dynamic Model
The dynamic model proposed in [8], and based on the exponential friction model of [9], helps
predict the motor torques for a skid-steered vehicle operating on sloped hard terrain. The model is
also valid for all turning radii but limited to small accelerations. In a steady state turn, the dynamic
model relates torque and wheel state vectore q such that
Mdq¨+Cd(q, q˙)+Gd(q) = t, (1.12)
where q= [qwi,qwo]T is the state vector containing the inner and outer wheel position respectively,
q˙= [wi,wo]T is angular velocity of the inner and outer wheels, Md is the mass matrix, Cd(q, q˙) is
the resistive term, Gd(q) is the gravitational term and finally t = [ti,to]T is the torque of the inner
and outer wheels’ motor. In most of the previous work using this dynamic model, the focus is on
steady state maneuvers (acceleration is not considered), causing Mdq¨= 0. In the case of a steady
state left turn (as shown in Figure 1.3), the inner wheels correspond to the the left wheels and the
outer wheels are the right wheels.
Figure 1.5 A skid-steered wheeled robot climbing a slope of pitch qs with a heading angle g .
The following analysis for the Cd(q, q˙) term was initially presented by [9] before being ex-
tended for wheeled skid-steered wheeled robots by [8] and then extended by [10] to capture the
full range of turning radii and to take into consideration the effect of the slope angle qs and the
vehicle heading g . In these papers, the term takes into account the longitudinal friction forces, the
rolling resistance forces and the friction in the driving system for each wheel set. The longitudinal
frictional force can be calculated using the relationship between shear stress tss and shear displace-








The detailed expression for the inner and outer wheels’ frictional force (Fi and Fo, respectively),
shown in [10], considers the shift of the center of mass from the geometric center and assumes a
rectangular contact patch for the wheel.
Friction in the driving system is expressed by [ti,res,to,res]T and can be experimentally deter-
mined by lifting up the rover to avoid contact between the wheels and the ground and then mea-
suring the motor torque at nominal speed. The rolling resistance forces [FRi ,FRo ]
T are determined
by measuring the motor torque when the rover is moving in straight line at constant speed on flat
ground and subtracting the friction in the driving system.
An expression of the normal force for each side of the vehicle based on the vehicle heading and
the slope angle is shown in [10]. These normal forces (pi and po) are used to estimate coefficient
of rolling resistance µr for both sets of wheels knowing that FRi = µr pi and FRi = µr po.
The total resistance term for a turning radius R is expressed as























where m is the mass of the vehicle, B is the width of the vehicle andCx is the distance between the
center of gravity and geometric center along the vehicle’s X-axis.
1.1.3 Power Model
Three existing power models specific for skid-steer rover operating on hard terrain are explored.
The first one relies on the kinematic model and the locations of the rover’s instantaneous centers
of rotation, the second one is based on the dynamic model presented in the previous section and
the last one uses an estimation of the friction coefficient to design a physics-based power model
for skid-steered wheeled robots.
Based on Instantaneous Centers of Rotation
The dynamic friction between the wheels that causes the vehicle to skid during a turn can be
modeled using the popular ICR-based power model. Based on the work of [5][6] and adding a
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term with the F coefficient to consider elevation change [7], the power loss of a skid-steered rover





pnk~a  ~Cnk+G(|Vr|+ |Vl|)+Fmgvy sinq , (1.16)
where µ is the friction coefficient, wz is the angular velocity around the rover’s Z-axis, pn is the
normal force applied on the nth wheel, and k~a  ~Cnk is the distance between the nth wheel and its
respective ICR, G is the internal rolling resistance coefficient, Vl and Vr are the left and right side
velocities, F is a scaling factor, m is the mass of the rover, g is the gravitational constant, vy is the
rover’s linear velocity along the vehicle’s Y -axis and q is the pitch angle of the rover.
The power model will be further developed according to relevant assumptions and constraints
in Section 2.2.
Based on Dynamic Model
Another approach of power modeling is by separating the left and right mechanical power
associated with each side’s wheel rotation and also separating the left and right electrical power
associated with the electrical resistance on each side. This work, presented by [11] using the
exponential friction model of [9], combines two separate power models to generate an estimate of
the required power for the entire vehicle. Using the dynamic model of Section 1.1.2, where the
torque generated by the left and right motor is expressed as a function of the turning radius R, the
heading angle g on a slope, and the slope angle qs, the power for a motor can also be correlated to
these three parameters.
As it can be seen in Figure 1.6, the left side wheels are coupled together and mechanically
connected to the left motor. The same thing applies for the right side wheels as well.
Figure 1.6 Circuit diagram of the left and right side of a skid-steered rover [11].
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Assuming that the vehicle in Figure 1.6 is performing a counterclockwise turn of radius larger
than half the slip track Bs (causing wl and wr to be both positive), the power model of a DC motor
is defined as
Pm = wmt+RmI2m, (1.17)
where wm is the motor angular velocity, t is the outputted torque of the motor, Rm is the electrical
resistance and Im it the current going through the motor. Knowing this relationship between power
and torque, the left and right motor power consumption (Pl and Pr) are calculated, assuming an
motor efficiency of hl and hr respectively. Eq. 1.18 and 1.19 define the left and right power as a




















The sum of the left and right power equation gives the total power only when the rotation of
the wheels are caused by both motors’ applied torque. The power calculated on one side can be
negative if the applied torque is 0 and the wheel rotates due to the torque applied by the other side
motor. This results in power generation on that side. Since most vehicles do not have the capability
of charging the battery, then any negative power calculated should be put to 0 when computing the
total power estimate. A further study of this power model is elaborated in [12].
Based on Friction Coefficient
The work of [13] shows a physics-based approach for power modeling using friction coeffi-
cients to estimate the power consumed for a set of parameters such as the location of the center of
mass, the terrain type, the vehicle’s velocity, the radius of curvature, terrain relief (i.e. geometry)
and temperature of the motors. In their research, the motion of a skid-steered vehicle is separated in
three cases: when the turning radius R is close to • (driving straight), when Rc < R< • where Rc
is the distance between the geometric center and a wheel track, i.e. B/2, and finally when R< Rc.
In the second case, they assumed that the outer (or active) wheels are responsible for all the re-
quired force to drive the robot along the curved path which is not necessarily the most efficient
procedure, especially when dealing with large turning radii. In the third case, when the location
of the center of rotation is within the vehicle, the left and right motors generate force to rotate the
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wheels in opposite directions. Both motors are then responsible for overcoming the friction due to
skidding.
For a finite turning radius, the friction coefficient is first estimated under the assumption that
the rolling and skidding friction act independently on a wheel and they are modeled using the
µr and µs coefficients respectively. Taking into account the rover’s geometry, i.e. the Cx and Cy
displacement of the center of mass with respect to the geometric center of the skid-steered vehicle,
and the R distance between the geometric center of the vehicle and the center of rotation, the







































This estimated friction coefficient is then used to calculate the total power loss PIN of the
vehicle in the following equation:
PIN = µ2k1m2g2 cos2qs ± µ(2mgk1 sinqs sing+wzk2)mgcosqs
+ mgsinqs sing(mgk1 sinqs sing+wzk2),
(1.21)
where µ is the friction coefficient, k1 and k2 are the motor constants, m is the mass of the vehicle,
qs is the angle of the slope, w is the rover’s angular velocity, and g is the angle of attack (as seen
in Fig. 1.5) of the vehicle. As mentioned, since they take into consideration the increased power
consumption as the temperature rises, the motor constants are defined as functions of the motor
temperature.
Multiple conclusions are obtained in this paper. As expected, they demonstrated that friction
varies with the turning radius and the speed of the robot. They have also shown that the skid friction
decreases as the center of mass moves closer to the front or back of the vehicle, and that it increases
as the center of mass moves closer to the left and right side of the vehicle. As it can be seen in
equation 1.20, longer platforms will also cause the robot to experience more skid. Therefore,
the platform geometry should be taken into account when trying to predict the necessary power
required, which is not explicitly the case in the ICR-based power modeling, though geometry can
affect the ICR locations.
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1.1.4 Wheel-Soil Interaction
In this section, previous work related to the interaction of wheels on loose soil is presented. The
concept of slip is first introduced as it is a key parameter of the slip-sinkage models discussed
afterwards. Then, two relevant references on modeling the sand bulldozing force experienced by a
wheel skidding in loose soil are studied and their applicability for our work is examined.
Slip
When a skid-steer rover is operating on loose terrain, the wheels are often slipping. To evaluate
the slip, the difference between the commanded and traveling velocity of the wheel is used in the






where r is the wheel radius, w is the commanded angular velocity of the wheel, and vy is the
wheel’s actual velocity along the direction of commanded travel, as seen in Fig. 1.7.
Figure 1.7 Schematic figure of a wheel with radius r rotating at angular velocity w and moving
forward at vy.
Furthermore, the slip angle b can be used to quantify the slip in the lateral direction (perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal direction of commanded travel). This angle represents the deviation of







where vx and vy are the vehicle’s linear velocities expressed along the vehicle X and Y axis respec-
tively (see Fig. 1.3). Previous work pointed out that, for skid-steer rovers, as the turning radius
decreases, the slip angle increases as does the power consumption and motor torque required [15].
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There has also been previous related work on predicting the rover’s slip by visually identifying
the terrain class and its geometry. Prior to predicting the slip, an extensive testing phase was done
in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Mars Yard to relate slip and slope angle for different terrains
(loose sand, consolidated sand and bedrock) [16]. The resulting slip curves provided a decent
estimate of the overall slip on a slope but did not separate lateral and longitudinal slip and assumed
that the slip vector was always pointing directly down-slope. To correct the overestimation of the
lateral slip, other work used local measurements with Gaussian Process regression to adapt and
improve the slip model [17]. In this approach, lateral and longitudinal slip were treated separately
and assumed to be a function of only roll and pitch respectively. This considerably improved the
slip prediction, especially in high slip areas.
Sinkage
Wheel sinkage is often divided into static and dynamic sinkage. The static sinkage depends
on the vertical load applied to the wheel whereas the dynamic sinkage comes from the rotation
of the wheel as it depends on slip ratio, wheel surface pattern, and soil characteristics [14]. First,
the static sinkage can be estimated numerically by solving Eq. 1.24 knowing the vertical load p
applied to the wheel. The qs angle is equal to the front and rear entrance angle of the static wheel,
i.e. qs = q f = qr (see Fig. 1.7) when vy = 0 m/s and w = 0 rad/s. Following the static stress




(cosqw  cosqs)ns cosqwdqw, (1.24)
where kc and kf are respectively the cohesive and frictional modulus of the soil, ns is the sinkage
exponent, Bw is the thickness of the wheel, and qw is an arbitrary angle along the wheel. Accord-
ingly, knowing the qs angle, the static sinkage is obtained following:
d0 = r(1  cosqs). (1.25)
Another way to estimate the static sinkage of a wheel is by using a bevameter to experimentally
obtain the sinkage parameters, i.e. kc, kf and ns [9]. Based on Bekker’s pressure-sinkage equation,









On the other hand, the dynamic sinkage for a wheel moving on loose soil is typically harder
to model due to the complexity of the interactions between the wheel and deformable soil. The
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current dynamic sinkage models are strongly dependant on the longitudinal slip ratio sy defined
in Eq. 1.22. For instance, Lyasko wrote in [19] that Reece proposed in [20] that a wheel sinkage
could be modeled using:
d = d0+h
sy
1  sy , (1.27)
where d0 is the static sinkage and h is the grouser height. The second term models the additional
sinkage due to shear deformation. In this model, the wheel sinks by the height of the grousers at
50% slip and by infinity at 100% slip. The work of [19] then presents a similar model developed
by Vasil’ev [21] which multiply the longitudinal slip sy by an experimentally determined constant
(Hp):
d = d0+ syHp. (1.28)
From this model, Lyasko proposed the following equation to model the dynamic sinkage of a




In this model, a 0% and 100% slip case would result in the sinkage value of 2d0 and 4d0,
respectively. It is noticed that there isn’t a large variation in the sinkage estimation as the slip ratio
increases.
Ding et al. [22] later proposed a new sinkage model based on improved normal and shear stress
models introduced in [23] and [24] respectively. Knowing the wheel load and slip ratio sy, a set of
equations are evaluated to obtain the front entrance angle q f (seen in Fig. 1.7). This angle is then
used in the following equation to estimate the wheel sinkage:
d = r(1  cosq f )+hsy Dd4, (1.30)
where Dd4 is a constant determined experimentally. Another terramechanic model using the dy-
namic pressure-sinkage relationship [25] was examined but not considered further due to the com-
plexity of the model.
All the sinkage models presented are strongly dependant almost exclusively on the longitudinal
slip and do not take into account the effect of the lateral slip/skidding of the wheel while turning.
The models were all validated using a single-wheel test bed controlling the commanded and actual
velocity in the longitudinal direction, which isn’t a fair comparison to a sinkage experienced by a
skid-steer rover performing a turn. Most importantly, these slip-sinkage models only provide an
estimate of the steady-state value of the wheel sinkage under a slip ratio of sy.
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Finally, as seen in Fig. 1.7, it should be noted that the sinkage d is the sinkage recorded in front
of the wheel, as the sinkage at the back is influenced by the normal load, soil characteristic, wheel
surface pattern an slip ratio. The relation between the front and rear sinkage is denoted using the
wheel sinkage ratio l . This ratio is smaller than 1 when the soil is being compacted by the load
of the wheel but can also be greater than 1 when the soil under the wheel is being excavated to the
region behind the wheel [14].
Sand Bulldozing Force
A wheel skidding laterally through soil/sand may cause an accumulation of sand on the side
of the wheel that adds to turning resistance. This resistance is analogous to that experienced when
bulldozing soil with a blade.
Figure 1.8 Estimation model of the bulldozing resistance by Bekker et al. [26] used by Ishigami
et al. [14] to compute the sand resistance next a skid-steer rover’s wheel
The concept of bulldozing resistance was initially presented in 1960 by Hegedus [27] for a
blade moving into soil. Ishigami et al. [14] later used Hegedus’ estimation of the bulldozing
resistance and Bekker et al. [26] approximation of the destructive angle XC (defined in Eq. 1.35)
to define the bulldozing resistance force acting on the side of the wheels of a skid-steer rover.
Knowing the wheel radius r and the sinkage d(qw) at an arbitrary angle along the wheel qw, the





where q f and qr are the entry (shown in Fig. 1.7) and exit angles respectively and Rb is the










D1 = cotXc+ tan(Xc+fi), (1.33) D2 = cotXc+ cot2Xc/cotfi, (1.34)
c is the cohesion stress of the soil, r is the soil dry bulk density and fi is the internal friction angle.
Following Bekker’s approximation, the destructive angle is defined as:
XC = 45   fi/2. (1.35)
As it can be seen in this set of equations, the added force caused by the sand accumulation next
to a wheel remains constant with respect to the wheel displacement, assuming a constant wheel
sinkage. This means that the model doesn’t capture the effect of the accumulation of sand next to
a wheel as it is moving during a turn.
Another related background work is the model developed by Skonieczny [28] to model the
effect of surcharge accumulation on a wide-blade soil-tillage tool. This model is based on the
principles of passive earth pressure and explicitly ignores inertial forces, due to the low cutting
speed assumption. Using a set of soil parameters such as the soil dry bulk density r , the soil
cohesion c as well the internal and external friction angles (fi and d respectively), the algorithm
first finds the destructive angle (a2) value that minimize the excavation force, namely FEX , at each











cos(a1+d )+ sin(a1+d )cot(b +fi)
+
c(d+h f ) [1+ cotb cot(b +fi)]
cos(a1+d )+ sin(a1+d )cot(b +fi)
◆
, (1.36)
where w is the width of the blade, d is the cut depth (assumed constant), a1 is the rake angle, g is
the gravitational acceleration, ra is the horizontal distance at soil level from the blade to the front
of the failure plane, h f is the addition height that the shear plane (the dotted line in Fig 1.9) needs
to pass through and Ia1 , Ia2 are Boolean indicator functions:
Ia1 =
8<:1, rq > d cota10, rq  d cota1 (1.37) Ia2 =
8<:1, rq > d cota20, rq  d cota2 (1.38)
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The equation of the added height, h f , and the horizontal distance between the front and the
peak of the sand pile, rq, can be found in [28].
Figure 1.9 Geometry of the soil cutting problem used by Skonieczny [28]. a2 represents the
destructive angle, which is denoted XC in this work.
As the wheel progresses during a turn, the cut advance distance x will also increase. Accord-
ingly, the excavation force FEX will increases as the turn progresses, hence modeling properly the
accumulation of sand next to the wheels of a skid-steer rover. The model presented by Skonieczny
should then be simplified and adapted to the case of a skid-steer rover wheel progressing in a turn,
i.e. the sinkage d is not constant and a1 can be assumed as 90 . The simplification of this model
along with the relevant assumptions for the case of a wheel bulldozing the sand will be shown in
Section 5.4.
1.2 Contributions
The first main contribution of this research is to show the limitations of a popular hard ground
power model for modeling skid-steered wheeled robots operating on loose soil. This limitation
was exposed through a comprehensive experimental assessment of the average and maximum
power consumed during turns of varying radii on two different types of sand, with two skid-steered
wheeled rover platforms.
The second main contribution is the identification of important phenomena contributing to the
increased power consumption of skid-steer rovers on loose soil, in particular in the range of turning
radii where the inner wheels rotate backwards but are being dragged forward by the outer wheels.
This non-efficient method of driving (but necessary in order to achieve turns of particular radii)
results in added wheel sinkage but also in increasing wheel torque to excavate the sand. A power
model for skid-steer rovers on loose soil would need to model these two phenomena to accurately
estimate the power consumption for any turns.
The concept of angular slip is the third main contribution of this work. Similarly to the lon-
gitudinal slip found in the literature, this new concept takes the actual and commanded angular
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velocity to quantify to difference between the actual and expected time to complete a turn. Using
experimental data, it is shown that there is a significant difference in the recorded angular slip on
hard ground and loose soil, and that the angular slip peaks at R0, the turning radius where the inner
wheels are not commanded to turn. An estimation of the angular slip for a particular soil allow us
to predict the time to complete a turn and thus help when finding energy-efficient paths, as energy
is the integral of power over time.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, the power consumption of a four-wheeled skid-steered robot is studied on various
terrains. As seen in Fig. 1.10, two terrain types, i.e. sand and hard ground, and two terrain
geometry, i.e. flat and sloped, are considered but only the power consumed in sand is examined
when looking at the sloped terrain geometry. For hard ground, sloped hard terrain was already
extensively covered in the literature by the work of [7] and thus was not considered within the
scope of this thesis. On the other hand, this research goes further than the current state of power
modeling of skid-steer rovers on flat ground, both on hard ground and on sand. It should be kept
in mind that this study of power consumption on these terrains is in the goal of finding energy-
efficient paths. Therefore, the time dependency of the power is also considered and a new concept
of angular slip is presented in order to explain the discrepancies of the results on hard ground and
loose soil, when comparing the total energy during two types of path: circle-line-circle (CLC) and
point turn-line-point turn (PLP).
Power for Skid-Steer Rovers
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Figure 1.10 High level overview of the topics studied in this research
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The remainder in this thesis is divided as follow. Chapter 2 shows the work done to sim-
plify both the kinematic equations and ICR-based power model, using relevant assumptions and
constraints. Chapter 3 then presents the test equipment that is used to evaluate the strengths and
limitations of the existing power model, the results of which are shown in Chapter 4. Afterwards,
Chapter 5 investigates the contributing factors to increased power when the skid-steer rover is op-
erating on loose terrain, instead of the typically considered hard terrain. Chapter 6 then shows
the energy comparison of the two types of path aforementioned, providing additional insights on a
new concept to consider when planning an energy-efficient path on loose soil. Finally, Chapter 7
summarizes the main conclusions of this research and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2
Power Modeling of Skid-Steered Wheeled
Robots
In this chapter, the kinematic model presented in Section 1.1.1 is simplified using appropriate
assumptions and constraints. In the process, a novel velocity constraint is selected and justified, and
a special set of turning radii is illuminated. Then, the ICR-based power model from the literature
presented in 1.1.3 is simplified using the updated kinematic model.
Throughout this work, the R0 turning radius is identified as particularly important. When a
skid-steered wheeled robot is following a circular arc path with radius R0, the inner wheels are not
commanded to turn. This means that the inner wheel commanded velocity is negative when the
turning radius, i.e. R, is smaller than R0 and the inner wheel commanded velocity is positive when
R> R0.
2.1 Simplifying the Kinematic model
As seen in the literature, the location of the center of mass can have an impact on the location of
the instantaneous centers of rotation and hence on power modeling. To simplify the problem, the
center of mass is assumed to be at the rover’s geometric center. As this implies a symmetry in the











As the rover is operating at low speed, the lateral slip is neglected, i.e. vx = 0. With this
assumption, the~v velocity is therefore equal to vy. It is well known that if vy is tangential to the arc
of rotation, then
vy = wzR, (2.3)
where R is the turning radius of the robot, depicted in Fig. 1.3. Accordingly, the turning radius R
can be defined as a function of Vr, Vl and Bs. For simplicity, only the absolute value of the turning
radius is treated in this work. Since symmetry is assumed, without loss of generality, all the turns






The R0 radius can now be defined as the turning radius where the inner wheel’s commanded





2.1.1 Specifying the Velocity Constraint
An important constraint considered in this work is that the total absolute velocity vc of the rover is





Note that for R  R0,Vr andVl are both positive, and thus the constant vc assumption is equal to
constant forward velocity (Eq. 2.1). For R< R0, on the other hand, Vr and Vl are of opposite sign,
thus the constant vc assumption is equal to constant angular velocity (Eq. 1.7 or 2.2).
Many works on rover power consumption assume constant forward velocity [10][11][12].
However, the stated constraint of total absolute velocity is more realistic for skid-steered rovers
than a constant forward velocity (vy = vconst) constraint, for example. As turning radius approaches
zero, constant forward velocity would require angular velocity, and Vl and Vr, to approach infinity.
In real systems, motors producing Vl and Vr saturate at a maximum value. One could argue that
the constant forward velocity constraint could be enforced by allowing the left and right velocity
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control inputs to saturate at vmax. However, this results in a lower bound on achievable turning






     6= 0 for vconst > 0. (2.7)
Thus, if the complete range of turning radii is to be explored, the stated vc constraint is more
realistic than one of constant forward velocity vconst , even with an added vmax upper linear velocity
bound.
Looking at the total absolute velocity vc constraint defined by Eq. 2.6, it can now be expressed
using a piece-wise function knowing that, for a left turn (where Vr > 0 always), Vl  0 when
0  R  R0 and Vl > 0 when R > R0. As |Vl| = Vl when Vl is positive, and |Vl| =  Vl when Vl is




2 , 0 R R0
Vr+Vl
2 , R> R
0 . (2.8)
Using Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.3, and this new vc definition, the angular velocity can then be rewritten as
a function of vc and R. This equation will be useful in Section 2.2 when simplified the ICR-based




Bs , 0 R R0
vc
R , R> R
0 (2.9)




Bs vc, 0 R R0
vc, R> R0
. (2.10)
These equation support the claim that the total absolute velocity constraint results in constant
angular velocity wz when 0 R R0 and in constant forward velocity vy when R> R0. The top plot
of Fig. 2.1 shows the vy and wz values for a left turn, when vc = 0.3 m/s. The bottom plot presents
the corresponding left and right velocities, showing that, at R0, the inner (Vl) and the outer (Vr)
wheel commanded velocities are respectively zero and 2vc. Then, as R increases, the left and right
velocities approach vc to eventually reach it at R = •, when the rover is moving along a straight
line. Appendix A shows the derivation of the equations used to draw the curves of Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Resulting linear velocity vy and angular velocity wz (top), and corresponding left and
right commanded linear velocities, i.e. Vl and Vr respectively, as a function of the commanded
turning radius, for a left turn, under a vc = 0.3 m/s constraint. The constant vc constraint is defined
in Eq. 2.6.
2.1.2 Special Case (B/2< R< R0)
A further analysis of the skid-steered wheeled robot kinematics, when considering the slip track
Bs, leads to an important fact about a particular set of turning radii. When the rover is moving
along a circular arc path with a radius that is slightly bigger than half of its width (B/2) but smaller
than R0, the inner wheels are rotating backward but are actually being dragged forward by the outer
wheels. Fig. 2.2 shows the actual and commanded velocity vectors of the inner wheel (vACTi and
vCMDi respectively) when the rover is dealing with this set of turns.
In this work, the slip angle b is defined as being the angle between vACT and vCMD. This
is a generalization of the definition found in the literature as Eq. 1.23 is equivalent to the angle
between vACT and vCMD (i.e. the vehicle’s Y -axis), if b < 90  is assumed. When vCMD = 0, which
is an exception only occuring at R0, the slip angle should be defined as the smallest angle between
vACT and the vehicle’s Y -axis. Using this definition, the inner wheels’ slip angle (bi) will always
be strictly greater than 90  for the identified special case. It should be noted that a slip angle is
always present when turning skid-steered wheeled robots as the wheels are fixed in orientation but
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lateral movement is required to achieve arcs. However, slip angles greater than 90 , where the
actual velocity has a component opposing the commanded velocity is unique to the special case
described here for the first time.
Figure 2.2 Schematic figure of a four-wheel skid-steered rover performing a turn of radius B/2<
R< R0. For the inner wheels, the projection of tangential velocity (i.e. actual velocity of the wheel
vACT ) onto the axis of the commanded wheel velocity, vCMD, is opposite in direction to vCMD.
It should be noted that, going forward, the experiments are done with left hand turns, such that
Vl = vCMDi and Vr = v
CMD
o . The power consumption and the inner wheel sinkage during a left hand
turn with a radius in the special case range will be presented and discussed in Section 4.4 and 5
respectively.
2.2 Simplifying the ICR-Based Power Model
In this section, the power model based on instantaneous centers of rotation presented in Section
1.1.3 is simplified using the assumptions and constraints stated above. First, if the rover is sym-
metric both in X and Y (Fig. 1.3), the distances dICR = k~a  ~Cnk are equal and constant for all
wheels. Then, assuming small rover pitch angle (|q | 15 ) in a sloped environment, i.e. cosq ⇡ 1
and sinq ⇡ q , the sum of the normal forces p is constant such that
p= p1+ p2+ p3+ p4 = mg, (2.11)
where p1, p2, p3 and p4 are the normal forces acting on the front left, front right, back left and
back right wheel respectively.
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Combining these simplifications with the piece-wise angular velocity definition (Eq. 2.9), the




Bs + c2+ c3q , 0 R R0
c1
R + c2+ c3q , R> R
0 (2.12)
where c1, c2 are constants and defined as follow:
c1 = µvcmgdICR, (2.13) c2 = 2Gvc, (2.14)
and the c3 term has a vy dependency and is defined as follow:
c3 =Fmgvy. (2.15)
Since the constant vc constraint is equivalent to a constant forward velocity for turns with
R > R0, the c3 value is constant for turns larger than R0. Note that although Eq. 2.12 simplifies
sinq to q in the third term by way of the small angle assumption, the c3 term is taken directly from
Eq. 1.16 without any assumptions of rover symmetry required.
On Flat Terrain





Bs + c2 if 0 R R0
c1
R + c2 if R> R
0 . (2.16)
As it can be seen in Eq. 2.16 and illustrated in Fig. 2.3, when operating on flat terrain under
a constant vc, the modeled power remains constant for turning radii smaller than R0. This will be
validated on hard ground in Section 4.3. On the other hand, it will be shown in Section 4.4 that
this prediction is inconsistent with observed results on loose sandy soil.
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Figure 2.3 Predicting power vs. turning radius using Eq. 2.16 on flat terrain. Comparison with
the experimental results on hard ground (Fig. 4.6b) sows concurrence and comparison with the
experimental results on sandy soil (Fig. 4.10) shows the limitation of the existing model.
2.3 Summary of Assumptions and Constraints
To summarize, here are the main assumptions and constraints that are used throughout this work:
• The total absolute velocity vc, defined in Eq. 2.6, is constant.
• The skid-steer rover’s center of gravity is located at its geometric center. This implies sym-
metry in the location of the instantaneous centers of rotation.
• In the sloped environment, the pitch angle of the rover is relatively small, i.e. |q |< 15 .
• As the rover is operating at low speeds, the vehicle lateral slip is neglected, i.e. vx = 0.
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Chapter 3
Test Equipment and Setup
For the purpose of this research, two popular skid-steered wheeled robots were used to study the
power consumption of this type of rover on sand: the Argo J5 and the Clearpath Husky A200.
These rovers were operated on three different test sites: the controlled laboratory sandbox, the
Mars analogue terrain of the Canadian Space Agency and at the White Sand National Monument
in New Mexico, USA.
This chapter first provides an overview of the Argo J5, the Husky A200 and a single-wheel test
bed used for further experimentation. Section 3.4 then provides important insights on the three
different test sites and their particularities. As will be explained thoroughly, efforts were made to
limit the soil disturbance and improve the repeatability of the tests. Cone penetrometer readings
were taken to measure the density but also the consistency of the soil after the sand preparation.
3.1 Argo J5
The Argo J5 is an extreme-terrain vehicle produced by Ontario Drive and Gear (ODG). This com-
mercial version of a rover configuration developed for the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) has a
large payload capacity, a low center of gravity and is easily customizable as it is equipped with a
computer running the Robotic Operating System (ROS). The J5 is symmetric along its left/right
(i.e. X) axis, but not along its front/back (i.e. Y ) axis.
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Figure 3.1 Argo J5 (mounted with a landmark prism and an IMU) at the Canadian Space Agency
Mars analogue terrain.
The J5 was first brought to the Mars analogue terrain of the Canadian Space Agency to perform
turns on sand slopes ranging from 0 to 10 degrees. The current consumption of the left and right
motor driver was measured through the built-in ROS power measurement system and the vehicle’s
pitch (q ), roll (f ) and yaw (y) were measured using a VectorNav VN-100R inertial measurement
unit (IMU). The data recorded from these tests was then used to characterize the impact of the
skid-steered rover’s pitch and roll on the total power consumption and the results are shown in
Section 4.1. Figure 3.1 shows the Argo J5 performing a turn at the Mars analogue terrain and
Table 3.1 includes the important geometric parameters and mass of the rover.
Table 3.1 Geometric parameters of the Argo J5 platform
Parameter Value
Track Width (B) 1.14 m
Defined Slip Track (Bs) 1.14 m
Length (L) 0.98 m
Wheel radius (r) 0.3 m
Mass (m) 372 x
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3.2 Clearpath Husky A200
The main platform used to experimentally investigate the existing power model is the Clearpath
Husky A200. This medium-sized skid-steered wheeled robot is fully supported in ROS. Although
this rover has a built-in power measurement system, our preliminary testing unveiled some in-
accuracy in the current measurements. An external board using the Texas Instruments INA226
bidirectional current and power sensor was therefore designed and implemented to measure the
current and voltage drawn by the left and right motor drivers and publish the data to a ROS topic.
The details of the issue encountered and the USB current sensing board design are presented further
below in this section. Furthermore, the orientation of the robot was also recorded using the Vec-
torNav VN-100R rugged IMU and the left and right wheels’ commanded velocities were recorded
from the built-in ROS system. The position of rover was also tracked using a Leica Viva TS16
Total Station and a landmark prism (reflector) placed along the edge of the rover chassis, at the
midpoint along the rover’s length (as seen in Figure 3.2a). The distance from the prism to the
rover’s geometric center is 21 cm.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2 a) Clearpath Husky A200 platform mounted with a landmark prism (for position track-
ing), an IMU and an additional box of sand to place the center of mass of the rover at its geometric
center. b) Clearpath Husky A200 placed on the Computerscales Accuset II portable scale.
For the purpose of our testing, an additional weight was placed at the front of the robot to
align the center of mass with the geometric center (as shown in Fig. 3.2a). Knowing that the
Husky’s battery is located at the back, the four wheels were each placed on a portable car scale
(Computerscales Accuset II) to determined the required mass to add on the front wheels axis.
Using a box of sand of 8 kg, the rover was weighted again to confirm an equal distribution of
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weight on all four wheels (±0.5%). Figure 3.2b shows the Husky on the portable car scale with
the added box of sand to validate the equal distribution of the weight on the four wheels.
Table 3.2 Geometric parameters of the Clearpath Husky A200 platform
Parameter Value
Track Width (B) 0.545 m
Defined Slip Track (Bs) 1.1 m
Length (L) 0.52 m
Wheel radius (r) 0.165 m
Wheel thickness (Bw) 0.125 m
Mass (m) 63 kg
The first part of Husky tests consisted of driving the robot on the dunes of the White Sands
National Monument (WSNM) in New Mexico, USA (Figure 1.1). This testing area is a large
natural terrain consisting of gypsum sand dunes where the rover was manually driven on terrain of
varying slope at a nominal speed of vc = 0.3 m/s. The power measurements recorded during the
drives were then fitted based on the turning radius R and the vehicle’s pitch angle q . Results are
shown in Section 4.2.
Further tests were conducted in the Concordia Aerospace Robotics Laboratory. The Husky
A200 was placed in a 2.2 ⇥ 2.2 m sandbox and the power consumption of the brushed DC motors
was measured for a set of turns of radii close to R0. These tests were also repeated at the CSA
Mars analogue terrain and the results of these two test campaigns are explained in Section 4.4. The
data gathered in the laboratory sandbox was used to replicate the inner wheels’ trajectory with the
five-axis single-wheel test bed while investigating the contributing factors to the increased power
consumption on sand presented in Section 5.
The last phase of testing was performed at the CSA Mars analogue terrain as energy consump-
tion of the skid-steered wheeled robot was measured when following two classes of path, i.e. a
circle-line-circle (CLC) and a point turn-line-point turn (PLP) path. Further explanation and the
results of these tests are presented in Section 6.
External USB Power Measurement Unit
The power analysis of the preliminary tests unveiled a significant inaccuracy in the current
readings from the built-in system. As it can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the measured current of the built-in
system reads 0.59 A even when the rover is not moving. This relatively high base current bias
is problematic when the actual motor current consumption is lower than the 0.59 A threshold. In
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particular on hard ground or when the wheels are rotating at a low speed (i.e. the inner wheels
during a turn close to R0), the base current reading results in higher measured power than the actual
required power. It was also noticed that their was a significant gap between the left and right current
measurements from the built-in system. As seen in the bottom plot of Fig. 3.3, this problem was
fixed with our custom USB measurement unit.
Figure 3.3 Current comparison of the built-in system (dotted line) and custom measurement unit
designed for this work (solid line). The left and right current consumption during a right turn of
R= 1.5R0 (top) and during a straight line segment (bottom) on hard ground are shown.
Dogru et al. [13] performed their research using a Clearpath Husky A200 and also noticed
inaccurate current measurements. Accordingly, they designed their own power measurement board
using the Texas Instrument’s INA226 bidirectional current and power sensor chip to solve the
problem. In their setup, the current sensor was connected to an Arduino board via I2C bus which
was polled by the Husky’s computer to published the data to a ROS topic. This paper inspired the
design of our USB power measurement unit using the INA226 current and power sensor. Instead
of using an Arduino board, the FT232H from Future Technology Devices International Ltd (FTDI)
was used as interface between the I2C and USB bus. This single-channel hi-speed USB to I2C
(and other communication protocol) was a cheaper option and also allowed us to transfer the data
from the printed circuit board (PCB) to the Husky Computer with a USB cable. It should be noted
that the left and right motor drivers are placed at the back and at the front of the robot. The custom
power units were thus placed next right next to their respective motor driver to limit the noise in
the current and voltage measurements and a USB cable was linked back to the computer.
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Fig. 3.4 shows the block diagram and the actual setup of the power measurement unit. The
INA226 chip reads the voltage drop across the 5mW± 1% 5W Through Hole resistor RSHUNT
(placed between the battery and the motor driver) and converts it to current using the resistance
value stored in the calibration register. The Texas Instrument chip also reads the bus voltage, which
corresponds to the battery voltage VBATT . The number of samples averaged and conversion time
for the measurements were tuned to obtain smooth data but avoid over-filtering.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4 a) Block diagram of the PCB designed and the setup to measure the current fed to
the motor driver. b) Custom USB power measurement unit (in red) connected to a shunt sensing
resistance (in blue) on the high side of the DC motor driver (in green).
Fig. 3.5 shows one of the two PCBs which were assembled in the laboratory. To differentiate
the two units, the slave address of the two INA266 sensor was set to different values using the A0
and A1 pins by physically connecting the two pins to the ground for the left motor driver and to
the supply voltage for the right motor driver. The circuit was based on the INA226 and FT232H
datasheets and the layout was made to minimize the noise on the VIN+ and VIN  lines as well as
the SDA and SCL line for the I2C communication (see Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Custom PCB of the power measurement unit showing the INA226 sensor (U1), the
FT232H Single-Channel USB to I2C (U2), the connector to the shunt resistance (J1) and the micro-
USB female connector (J2).
3.3 Five-Axis Single-Wheel Test Bed
Fig. 3.6a shows the five-axis single-wheel test bed used for this research. The position of the
wheel unit along the XS and YS axes and its orientation around the ZS axis can be controlled while
the wheel unit is free to move along ZS. The wheel axis is driven by a Maxon RE35 motor and
MaxPos 50/5 driver. The load applied to the wheel was set to 1/4 of the Husky weight by using
a counterweight and the sinkage was measured using a linear string potentiometer. An ATI Delta
IP60 six-axis force/torque sensor was also mounted between the wheel unit and the wheel itself.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6 a) A Husky wheel placed in the single-wheel test bed. b) A Husky wheel performing i)
a circular arc path of radius Ri with a commanded linear velocity vCMD, a tangential velocity vACT ,
and a slip angle b and ii) a linear path .
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This setup was first used to reproduce the circular arc motion of an inner wheel during a set of
turns of radii in and around the B/2 < R < R0 range. Using the data collected during the Husky
tests in the sandbox, the wheel axis was first rotated by b before launching the test program. This
program used the relevant vCMD and vACT velocities to set the wheel angular velocity and the
tangential velocity, respectively. Knowing the rover geometry, the inner wheel’s motion radius Ri
was computed using the desired turning radius of the rover (R) and the angular velocity around ZS
was calculated knowing vACT and Ri. The results of the tests listed above are presented in Section
5.3.2.
The wheel unit was also driven along the XS axis with various combinations of slip angle b ,
vCMD and vACT velocities. These linear motions were used to validate the 2D slip-sinkage model
presented in Section 5.3.1.
3.4 Terrain
The three testing sites (CSA Mars analogue terrain, WSNM and laboratory sandbox) were com-
posed of different types of sand. In the laboratory sandbox, the Glenn Research Center-1 (GRC-1)
simulant was used to replicate lunar and martian soil. This simulant was developed by Oravec et
al. [29] to evaluate the tractive performance of lunar vehicles on a granular, dry cohensionless soil.
To limit the soil disturbance to improve repeatability, the soil was prepared by loosening it with
shovels, compacting it with a tamper and then leveling it with rakes. This procedure is thoroughly
explained in [30] and was also used in [31] for drawbar pull tests in three different soil condition
types (very loose, loose and medium dense). These soil conditions are defined as a range of relative
densityDR going from very loose to very dense and are shown in Fig. 3.8a. To measure this relative
density for a particular soil, the first step is to gather a set of cone penetrometer tests. For each test
(or insertion), the cone penetrometer measures the cone index (CI) as a function of depth, i.e. the
pressure applied by the soil to the cone as it makes its way into the soil. The cone index is therefore
a measure of the penetration resistance and an indication of soil strength. For the set of 90  turns
with varying turning radius in the controlled laboratory sandbox, 3 to 4 insertions were taken after
the soil preparation and prior to the rover turn. Fig. 3.7 shows the average CI (of all the insertions
prior to a turn) as a function depth. It first can be observed that the density distribution of the soil
is consistent for all the tests. The low variability in the cone penetrometer insertions before each
skid-steer rover turn confirms that the soil preparation was consistent, thus limiting the fluctuation
in the soil properties and the variability in the power consumption. An important notion to consider
is that the relationship between cone index and depth is linear for a uniform soil. The first 90 mm
of sand can thus be assumed as approximately homogeneous and uniformly distributed.
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Figure 3.7 Cone Index (CI) as a function of depth for the fourth run of sandbox turns
From the cone index data, the cone index gradient GCI , a measure of density and consistency
















where n is the number of measurements in each insertions, i is the insertion number, di and CIi
are the depth and cone index of insertion i respectively, d¯ and CI are the mean of all the depth and
cone index values measured in the insertion, respectively.
Oravec et al. [29] correlated their cone index gradient measurements to a set of relative den-
sities. This relative density, DR, was determined after finding the minimum and maximum bulk
density of the GRC-1 simulant. The minimum density, obtained by simply filling a container with
a hopper, was found to be 1.60 g/cm3 whereas the maximum density, obtained by vibrating the soil
and applying a surface load, was found to be 1.89 g/cm3. These values were used to set the 0%
and 100% relative density. The linear fit of these scattered points is
GCI = 0.0834DR+1.5811. (3.2)
Using this equation, the relative densityDR is calculated for all the cone penetrometer insertions
in the controlled laboratory sandbox. As the cone index over depth presented in Fig. 3.7 seems to
combine two approximately linear curves with two different slope values (before and after around
90 mm), the relative density calculation was repeated as a function of increasing maximum depth.
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Fig. 3.8b shows the result of relative density as the range of depth increases. It can be concluded
that the first 100 mm of the soil is medium dense and the deeper soil is in the dense to very dense
range.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8 a) GRC-1 cone index gradient as a function of relative densityDR of the tests performed
by Oravec et al. [29] showing the fitted curve obtained (Eq. 3.2) and the soil condition types. b)
Relative density DR obtained by averaging all the cone index gradient GCI from each CI vs. depth
line presented in Fig. 3.7 with varying range of depth in the analysis.
Knowing that the Husky’s ground clearance in 130 mm and that the rover rarely sinks to this
point, the first 100 mm of soil are more critical to the analysis. Therefore, the condition of the
GRC-1 simulant in the controlled laboratory sandbox after soil preparation is estimated at the
limit between medium dense and dense soil. This results in a relative density of 65% and a bulk
density of 1.7885 g/cm3. Using other measurements from Oravec et al. paper, Table 3.3 shows the
parameters of soil at the relevant condition used in this work. These parameters will be used when
modeling the wheel sinkage and the sand bulldozing force in Section 5.3.1 and 5.4, respectively.
Table 3.3 GRC-1 Simulant Parameters Used in this Work
Parameter Value
Internal friction angle (fi) 42 
External friction angle (d ) 0 
Dry bulk density (r) 1.7885 g/cm3
Repose angle (jr) 42 
Cohesion (c) 0 kPa
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The sands at the Canadian Space Agency and in White Sands are less characterized but cone
penetrometer readings were taken at the Mars analogue terrain to compare the soil density with the
GRC-1 simulant. Fig. 3.9 depicts the cone index as a function of depth for two test campaigns at
the CSA Mars analogue terrain and the GRC-1 simulant in the laboratory sandbox. The CSA soil
is outdoors and has a naturally higher moisture content which increases soil strength. It should
also be noticed that the variability in the CSA cone penetrometer tests is significantly higher than
the tests in the laboratory sandbox. This is expected due to the nature of an outdoor setting and
as no extensive efforts were made to loosen, tamper and level the soil at CSA like it was done
in the controlled laboratory sandbox. On the other hand, the average cone index for each depth
was similar between the two CSA test campaign, in October 2018 and June 2019, despite varying
weather. The slightly higher cone index results in October could be caused by the fact that it was
raining and the soil was more damp.
Figure 3.9 Cone index measurement comparison between the GRC-1 simulant and the sand at the
CSAMars analogue terrain. The scatter points represent the cone index average of all the insertion
for each depth and the error bar represent one standard deviation above and under the average.
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The average of all the cone penetrometer tests performed at the two test sites also demonstrate
that the density of sand at CSA is more than two times the density of the GRC-1 simulant in the
controlled laboratory sandbox. This can be observed in Fig. 3.9 but also by computing the cone
index gradient GCI . Table 3.4 summarizes the cone index gradients of the three test campaigns.
Table 3.4 Comparison of the cone index gradients obtained in the three test campaigns
Test Campaign Cone Index Gradient (GCI)
Laboratory Sandbox 9.5 ± 0.8 kPa/mm
CSA (October 2018) 22.9 ± 1.8 kPa/mm
CSA (June 2019) 20.4 ± 1.8 kPa/mm
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Chapter 4
Power Model Validation and Limitations
This chapter presents an experimental investigation of the simplified ICR-based power model taken
from the literature (Eq. 2.12). First, the Argo J5 and Clearpath Husky are driven in two different
sloped sandy terrains (at the CSA Mars analogue terrain and White Sands National Monument,
respectively) to validate that the roll angle of the rover can be neglected when operating on sandy
slopes but also to show that the general format of Eq. 2.12 is acceptable for turns with radius
R> R0. Then, the Clearpath Husky is driven on hard flat terrain and the results are compared to the
power prediction shown in Fig. 2.3, validating the model’s key features.
On the other hand, limitations of the power model, which is typically used on hard terrain, are
exposed using power measurements collected during an extensive test campaign in the laboratory
sandbox with the Clearpath Husky platform. This motivates the need to model the effect of the soil
that affects the power consumption of a skid-steer rover.
4.1 Robot’s Pitch and Roll Impact on Power Consumption
The skid-steer rover is now considered to be operating on sandy slopes, as highlighted in the block
diagram of Fig. 4.1 and the power model defined by Eq. 2.12 is investigated here. This section
focuses of the third term of the power model to validate the linear relationship between the power
and the vehicle’s pitch as well as the exclusion of the vehicle’s roll in the power model.
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Figure 4.1 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, showing the context in which
the pitch and roll impact on power consumption is studied.
Previous studies have used the slope’s pitch qs and the vehicle’s angle of attack g (i.e. the angle
between a line along the gradient of the slope and the vehicle’s heading) to describe skid-steered
rover orientation on a slope. It is intuitive to use these parameters to study the traversability of a
slope [16][32][33]. However, for power modeling, it is more insightful to see the impact of the
vehicle’s pitch q and roll angles f on the required power to perform a maneuver, as it was done in
[17] for slip prediction purposes. This is because these are parameters that can be measured by the
rover without explicit knowledge of the terrain geometry.
At the Mars analogue terrain, the Argo J5 performed a series of 0 m, 1 m, 2 m and 4 m turns and
some straight line segments going up, down and across two different slopes at a constant vc = 0.3
m/s. The measured power results as a function of pitch and absolute roll value (measured by
the IMU) were divided by maneuver and fitted against the following equation using the MATLAB
Least-Squared Method fit function:
P(q ,f) = xq +hf +z , (4.1)
where x , h and z are fit coefficients. The result of this power fitting as well as the raw power
measurement data for the case of a 2 m turn are depicted in Fig. 4.2. Note that the cloud of power
measurements doesn’t cover a uniform distribution of pitch and roll values (instead, they follow
the curve of the arc driven). This may influence the goodness of the fit.
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Figure 4.2 Linear regression of the fit against P= xq +hf +z for the case of 2 m turns
Table 4.1 illustrates the resulting coefficients and Table 4.2 includes the 95% confidence bound
range of the coefficients as well as the r2 coefficient of determination for all the maneuvers tested.
It can easily be noticed that, if the point turn (R= 0 m) is treated as a special case, the coefficient
for power with respect to pitch is similar within a narrow range: 22.54  x  26.97. It is also
noted that the sensitivity to roll is very small and can be neglected for the purpose of modeling
the power consumption in a sloped environment; the 95% confidence intervals in Table 4.2 for h
are not consistently above nor below zero, and sometimes straddle zero. As it can also be seen in
Table 4.2, the coefficient of determination of the point turn test is low. This can be explained by the
fact that the power consumed during point turn is highly variable but not consistently influenced
by the robot’s pitch and roll. Hence, we can consider the point turn as a special case that should be
treated carefully when modeling the power consumption on slopes. The r2 coefficient for the other
maneuvers are reasonable considering that the power required to maneuver a skid-steered wheeled
robot is not exclusively dependant on the orientation of the robot.
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Table 4.1 Fitted Linear Equations
Turning Radius Resulting Linear Regression Equation
0 P(q ,f ) = 1.899q - 3.719f +1108
1 P(q ,f ) = 26.36q - 3.571f +565.4
2 P(q ,f ) = 22.54q - 0.07985f + 338.1
4 P(q ,f ) = 24.21q - 0.2165f + 222.4
• P(q ,f ) = 26.97q + 2.564f 160.7
Table 4.2 95% Confidence Bounds of the Power Coefficients
Turning x h z r2
Radius
0 [1.098, 2.701] [-4.862, -2.577] [1101, 1115] 0.0804
1 [25.5, 27.53] [-5.165, -1.977] [558.2, 572.5] 0.7466
2 [21.69, 23.38] [-1.26, 1.1] [331.7, 344.5] 0.7069
4 [23.12, 25.3] [-1.455, 1.022] [214.8, 230.1] 0.8335
• [26.52, 27.42] [1.999, 3.129] [157.5, 163.8] 0.9106
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Fig. 4.3 clearly illustrates the consistent coefficient (i.e. slope) for power with respect to pitch,
regardless of the non-zero turning radius.
Figure 4.3 Power vs. pitch of the resulting linear equations when h = 0. Slopes of the equations
are consistent for R  1 m.
From the results demonstrated in this section, it can be confirmed that it is valid to neglect the
effect of roll in the power model, as given by Eq. 2.12. It can also be concluded that a linear
relation between pitch and power consumed is reasonable for vehicle pitch angles within ±15 ,
consistent with the sinq ⇡ q assumption.
4.2 Validation of the Power Model on Slopes
Using the conclusion drawn in the first testing phase, the power model defined in Eq. 2.12 was
further tested by relating the power consumed by the Husky’s DC motor with the instantaneous
turning radius (R) and vehicle’s pitch (q ) when driving in the dunes of the White Sands National
Monument, at a constant vc = 0.3 m/s. The instantaneous turning radius at each time stamp is com-
puted using Eq. 2.4 with Bs = 1.1 m (the defined slip track of the Husky A200). For computational
reasons, turning radii larger than 20 m were neglected and a 0 m turning radius (i.e. point turn)
was set to 0.001 m. The c1, c2 and c3 coefficient were empirically computed using theMATLAB fit
function against the R  R0 case of Eq. 2.12. It should be noted that a linear fit is computed against
1/R and q as input variables.
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The resulting curve is depicted in Fig. 4.4 and the coefficients are shown in Table 4.3. The
coefficient of determination for this least-squared linear fit is r2 = 0.685.
Figure 4.4 Fitted power measurements obtained in White Sands National Monument against P=
c1
R
+ c2+ c3q , where P is the power required to perform a turn of radius R with a robot’s pitch of
q degrees.
Table 4.3 Power fit results of the P = c1/R+ c2+ c3q for the random drives at the White Sands
National Monument
Power Coefficient Value 95% Confidence Bounds
c1 5.55 [5.269, 5.831]
c2 139.4 [138.1, 140.7]
c3 6.608 [6.418, 6.799]
From these results, it can be concluded that the trends of simplified power model are valid to
some extent (r2 = 0.685) when manoeuvring a skid-steered wheeled robot in a sloped environment,
on sand. However, the results clearly show that additional work should be done to improve the
power modeling on uneven loose soil, in order to increase the coefficient of determination for
the measured power curve fitting. One possible future extension is to relax the assumption of
symmetric ICR.
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4.3 Power Model Validation on Hard Terrain
In this section, the power consumption of skid-steer rovers is studied on hard flat terrain, as shown
in Fig. 4.5. As the ICR-based power model derived in Section 2.2 is typically for hard surfaces, the
first part of the validation is to perform a set of 90  turns with the Clearpath Husky on a flat concrete
surface. This investigation goes further than previous work in the literature, by including a focus
on turns at R0 and in the special case of turning radii identified in Section 2.1.2 (B/2< R< R0).
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Figure 4.5 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, showing the context in which
the power model is first validated.
The instantaneous power consumed during each turn is first plotted as a function of time in
Fig. 4.6a. As shown in Eq. 2.8 in Section 2.1.1, the vc velocity constraint imposed corresponds
to a constant commanded angular velocity for 0 R R0. Fig. 4.6a shows a nearly constant time
required to complete the 90  turns for 0 R R0. As expected, the power remains approximately
constant throughout each turn; the small variations are due to noise in the measurements. The
average power consumed during each 90  turn is also computed and the data points are plotted for
the three runs of test in Fig. 4.6b. The average line can be compared to the power model prediction,
under the constant vc constraint, depicted in Fig. 2.3. As the model predicts, the measured average
power is approximately constant from turn ranging from a point turn (R = 0) to 2R0/3. However,
the experimental data shows that the average power during the turn drops prior to R0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6 a) Power consumption with respect to time as each turn progresses. It can be observed
that the power remains relatively constant as small variations are cause by noise in the measure-
ments. b) Average power consumption during a set of 90  turns, on hard concrete ground. As
predicted in Fig. 2.3, the power is constant as R increases from 0 to 2R0/3 but the power drops
from the 2R0/3 to the R0 turn.
Even though the power isn’t constant up to and including R0 itself, the overall trend of Fig 2.3 is
reproduced experimentally in Fig. 4.6b. Therefore, this suggests that the power model can provide
a valid estimation of the power consumption of a skid-steer rover on a flat hard surface such as
concrete. It will be shown in Section 6.1 that the optimal radius for a CLC path is found to be at R0,
both experimentally and theoretically with the existing power model. This is consistent with the
conclusion that the power consumption of a skid-steer rover is properly modeled using the existing
simplified model, when operating on hard terrain.
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4.4 Limitation of the Existing Model
The Clearpath Husky A200 is now driven on flat sand to observe its power consumption but also
the time dependency of the power. Under these conditions, highlighted in the block diagram of
Fig. 4.7, a clear limitation of the power model examined in this work is uncovered. The power
consumption over time and the average power during a set of turns are thoroughly analyzed in this
section.
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Figure 4.7 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, showing the context in which
the limitations of the power model are observed.
4.4.1 Power Consumption over Time
Fig. 4.8 depicts the power consumption with respect to time for the set of turns performed in the
GRC-1 soil bed. From this figure, it should be noted that the total power consumption of the left
and right motor drivers is increasing with time in the case of maneuvers with R  R0. This is a
clear difference with the experimental power measurements on hard ground presented in Fig. 4.6a.
It should also be noted that the magnitude of the power consumed on sand reach around twice the
power consumed on hard ground for turns with 0  R  R0. This gap decreases as R increases
above R0; the effects of loose soil on power consumption are less significant for wider arcs, when
less lateral skidding is required to achieve the arc path.
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Another important observation is that the time to complete the 90  rotation increases as R
approaches R0, which wasn’t the case for the turn on hard terrain. This is most likely due to the
fact that the rover needs to overcome a higher resistance force, in particular when the inner wheels
are fixed and not excavating the soil (at R0). This will be discussed in detail in Section 6.2.
Figure 4.8 Power consumed over time for a set of turns performed in the controlled laboratory
sandbox. For R R0 (dotted lines), power rises as the turn progresses.
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4.4.2 Average Power Consumption during a Turn
Experimental data demonstrates that the power consumption of a skid-steered wheeled robot is not
constant below R0. In order to demonstrate this, 90  turns of radii around R0 = 0.55 m are executed
with the Clearpath Husky A200 platform in the controlled laboratory sandbox. Three different vc
constant values (0.15 m/s, 0.3 m/s, and 0.45 m/s) are tested and the average power measured during
these maneuvers is depicted in Fig. 4.9. The vc = 0.45 m/s set was only tested once as the rover
got stuck during the R0 turn; the outer wheels sank too much as they were rotating at a high linear
velocity (vCMDo = 0.9 m/s).
Figure 4.9 Average power consumed during a set of 90  turns performed in the laboratory’s sand-
box, with three vc values. Non-constant power is observed for all cases in the 0  R  R0 range
(contrast with Fig. 2.3).
It is clear that the power doesn’t remain constant for turns where the inner wheels are rotating
backwards as the power consumption rise significantly (to values 15% to 20% higher than P(0))
and peak in the special case region region identified in Section 2.1.2, i.e. when the center of rotation
lies between the inner wheels and their ICR (B/2 < R < R0). Fig. 4.9 shows that the power trend
with respect to R is not dependent on vc as the proportional rise in average power from the point
turn to the peak is approximately constant for all vc values tested.
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Fig. 4.10 compares the results recorded at CSA with the results from the controlled sandbox
tests. All these tests were performed with vc = 0.3 m/s.
Figure 4.10 Average power consumed during a set of 90  turns performed in the laboratory’s
sandbox (in red) and during the two test campaigns at the CSA Mars analogue terrain (in blue and
black), with vc = 0.3 m/s.
As the CSA Mars analogue terrain sand was measured to be firmer than the GRC-1 soil simu-
lant of the sandbox, the effect of loose soil on power consumption in the latter case are more sig-
nificant, hence requiring more power on average to achieve turns with 0 R R0. As R increases,
less skidding is required for the rover to turn and the average power consumption is approximately
the same, regardless of the soil properties.
It was shown in Section 4.4.1 that the power rises as the turn progresses on loose soil, when
0  R  R0. This means that only representing the average power consumed during a 90  turn as
a function of R doesn’t fully cover the instantaneous power consumption of a skid-steer rover as
it did on hard terrain, where the power remained approximately constant throughout the turn (see
Section 4.3). Accordingly, a more insightful representation would be to show the average and the
maximum power, i.e. the power at the end of the 90  rotation, recorded during the turn. Fig. 4.11
depicts the average (solid line) and maximum (dotted line) power measured during the set of turns
in the laboratory sandbox and at the CSA Mars analogue terrain. As expected, the gap between
the average and maximum power expands as R increases from 0 to 2R0/3, the turn in the special
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case range, and then shrinks until the two lines almost touch each other. This result is similar to
the observations made in Section 4.4.1, where the higher rise in power consumption as the turn
progresses was observed at R= 2R0/3.
Figure 4.11 Average and maximum power consumed during for set of turn tested in the controlled
laboratory sandbox (top) and at the CSA Mars analogue terrain (bottom).
It should be noted that similar results were observed when repeating this set of tests at the CSA
Mars analogue terrain with another skid-steered wheeled robot, the Argo J5. However, the rise in
power as the turn progresses (for turns with 0  R  R0) as well as the peak in average power in
the special case region, i.e. B/2 < R < R0 were less significant. That being said, average power
still peaked by close to 10% higher than P(0) in the 0 R R0 range.
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Chapter 5
Investigating the Contributing Factors to
the Increasing Power Consumption on Sand
Experimentally measured power consumption by the Husky on loose soil shows important discrep-
ancies compared to the model for hard ground presented in Eq. 2.16, as discussed in the previous
chapter. Further analysis of experimental data exposes two possible contributing factors causing
the increase in power consumption below R0: wheel sinkage and motor torque. A particular focus
is put on the inner wheels for the special case identified, i.e. when they are rotating backwards
but being dragged forward by the outer wheels. To enable the requisite analyses, the slip angles
and actual velocities of the inner (and outer) wheels are required. These are computed from ex-
perimental data in Section 5.1. Wheel torques are then related to these slip angles angle velocities
in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 and 5.4 model the wheels’ sinkage and sand bulldozing force,
respectively, based on slip angles and wheel velocities.
As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 5.1, this chapter presents an investigation of the con-
tributing factors affecting power consumption of skid-steer rovers operating on flat loose soil such
as sand.
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Figure 5.1 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, highlighting the conditions
in which the contributing factor of increase power consumption are studied.
5.1 Data Post-processing
In this section, the data gathered during the Husky test campaign in the controlled laboratory
sandbox, i.e. the set of turns presented in the previous chapter, is processed to investigate the
contributing factor of increased power consumption on loose soil shown in the previous chapter.
Once the data loss of total station measurements of the landmark prism on the Husky is corrected,
the inner and outer wheels’ slip angle (bi and bo) and actual velocity (vACTi and vACTo ) can be
estimated. These parameters are key for further interpretations and analyses.
Total Station Data Loss Correction
The total station used in this research records the position (TSxlp,TS ylp,TS zlp coordinates in
the total station frame) of the landmark prism at a frequency of 5 Hz. Since the total station
doesn’t timestamp its position measurement, the first step is to graphically determine the start and
end points, i.e. when the distance between two data points is not caused by noise. Knowing the
measuring frequency of the total station, the time of each measurements is estimated, starting at 0
with increments of 0.2 seconds.
During post-processing activities, it is noticed that some data points weren’t captured during
the tests, most likely due to the rover’s vibration causing the laser pointer to lose track of the
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reflecting prism. To correct this issue, position measurements are added, following the trend of
the curve. Accordingly, the distance between each point is computed to detect the outliers using
an Hampel filter. The MATLAB function used defines an outlier as being a sample that is at least
three standard deviations from the median of the window composed of the sample itself and three
samples on each side. The function also returns this window median value for all the samples.
This value is used to compute the distance over median ratio, rdist , for each outlier detected. For
example, one data point is added if 1.5< rdist  2.5, two data points are added if 2.5< rdist  3.5
and so on. The location of the added TS[xlp,ylp] points are determined by performing a quadratic
polynomial fit with the neighbor points. Fig 5.2 displays an example of the data loss correction for
the case of a R0 turn. The added landmark prism positions are displayed in pink.
Figure 5.2 Total station data loss correction example for the case of a R0 turn in the sandbox. The
top left plot shows the total station measurements prior to the correction, the bottom left plot shows
the rdist calculation for all the data points (or sample), the top right plot shows the position data
with the added points (in pink), and finally the bottom right shows the distances between the point
before and after the correction.
Inner and Outer Wheels’ Slip Angle (bi and bo)
For simplicity, the position of the rover’s center of rotation, i.e. ICRv was assumed to be along
a line perpendicular to the wheels, passing through the geometric center of the skid-steer rover.
In other words, the small offset between the actual velocity of the rover (~v) and the vehicle’s Y -
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axis shown in Fig. 1.3 was neglected, i.e. vx = 0. As mentioned previously, this is a reasonable
assumption for slow planetary rovers not experiencing dynamic lateral slippage.
The corrected position measurements of the landmark prism are then used to calculate the
actual turning radius. The procedure to find this actual (or measured) turning radius is to first fit
the set of (xlp,ylp) data against the equation of a circle, i.e. (x xc)2+(y yc)2 =R2l p, to extract the
turning radius Rlp. Since all the turns performed in the experiments are left turns, the dxlp = 21 cm
offset (as shown in Fig. 5.3 between the center of the rover and the landmark prism is subtracted
from the obtained Rlp to get the measured (or actual) turning radius RACT .
Figure 5.3 Position of the landmark prism (in red) and the four wheels in the Husky and total
station coordinate frames
Using the geometry of the rover, the actual slip angles for the inner and outer wheels, bi and bo
respectively, are found using Eq. 5.1 and 5.2. As described in Section 2.1.2, since the slip angle
is defined as the angle between vACT and vCMD, the inner wheels’ slip angle goes above 90  in the





















Note that the otherwise case in Eq. 5.1 includes RACT = R0ACT which, as described in Section
2.1.2, has vCMD = 0. The inner and outer wheels’ slip angle obtained for three runs of turns
is shown in Fig. 5.4 and compared to the expected slip angle (bEXPi and bEXPo ) that would be
obtained if RACT = RCMD, where RCMD is the commanded turning radius.
Figure 5.4 Resulting actual inner and outer wheel slip angle, bi and bo respectively, as a function
of the commanded turning radius RCMD of three runs of 90  turns with the Husky in the GRC-1
simulant of the laboratory sandbox.
Inner and Outer Wheels’ Actual Velocity (vACTi and vACTo )
Furthermore, using the position data and the IMU yaw (y) angle measured, we can find the
position of each wheel using the transformation matrix TSLPT . This matrix allows us to get the inner
front and back as well as the outer front and back wheel coordinates (with subscripts i f , ib, o f and




264cosqH  sinqH xlpsinqH cosqH ylp
0 0 1
375 , (5.3)
where qH is the angle offset from the total station frame to the Husky frame and (xlp, ylp) are the
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coordinates of the landmark prism, in the total station frame. To find the angle offset between the
two coordinates systems, we use the final position of the landmark prism (x flp,y
f
lp) and the position
of the center of circle (xc,yc) obtained from the circular fit mentioned earlier.







As it is better to use the IMU yaw angle reading to fully capture the actual angular turning
rate of the rover, we need to shift the IMU reading by (q fH  y f ), where y f is the last IMU yaw
measured for the test. The qH angle (correcting the yaw measurement y) can then be found at each
time using the following equation:
qH = (q fH y f )+y. (5.5)
This qH angle is then used in the transformation matrix to obtain the position of all four wheels,










































The magnitude and orientation of TSvi f , TSvib, TSvo f and TSvob velocities at each time t are then
derived from each of the wheels position data, knowing the time interval between measurements
(d t) and following the format:
kTSvi f (t)k=
q




\TSvi f (t) = 90 + tan 1
✓TSyi f (t) TS yc
TSxi f (t) TS xc
◆
, (5.11)
where the i f subscript can be replaced by o f , ib and ob to compute the magnitude and orientation
of the velocity for the outer front, inner back and outer back wheels respectively.
To simplify the model, an average of the magnitude of the front and back velocities is taken for
the remainder of the procedure. The magnitude of the inner and outer wheels actual velocities, i.e.









To reduce the effect of noise in the measurements, the resulting actual velocity is filtered
through a moving average filter with a window size of 3, starting at the third sample of the set.
Fig 5.5b shows the effect of the filter on the inner and outer wheels’ actual velocities, for the case
of an R0 turn.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5 For a R0 turn, this figure is showing the a) position data with the estimated position of
ICRv and b) inner and outer wheels’ velocity profile before and after moving average filtering.
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5.2 Torque Comparison
To investigate the contributing factors to the increasing power consumption of skid-steered wheeled
robots on loose soil, the special set of turning radii identified in the Section 2.1.2 is closely exam-
ined. As mentioned, in this special case, the inner wheels’ slip angle (bi) is always greater than
90 , since the projection of the actual velocity of the inner wheels (vACTi ) along the vehicle’s Y -axis
is in the opposite direction to the wheel linear velocity (vCMDi ). When operating on loose soil, this
means that the wheel is excavating soil in a portion of the area where it is being dragged into. In
this section, a torque proportional curve is drawn for each turns to see if the torque applied by the
inner wheel is higher in the special case.
For any electromechanical system, the input electrical power P equals the output mechanical
power Pout such that P = hePout = he⌧w , where he is the power efficiency factor, ⌧ is the output
torque and w is the angular velocity of the wheel in this case. Assuming a constant efficiency,





Fig. 5.6 shows the inner and outer wheels torque-proportional curve using the power measure-
ments and the commanded angular velocity (wCMD). For the 2R0/3 case, which corresponds to
the turning radius in the special case range presented in Section 2.1.2, the inner wheels’ torque is
clearly isolated as it requires around 70% more torque for these wheels to rotate versus the R0/3
case.
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Figure 5.6 Inner (top) and outer (bottom) wheels torque-proportional curve following Eq. 5.14.
For the inner wheels, the 2R0/3 case significantly needs more torque than the other radii in order
to achieve its desired turn.
The significant increase in measured torque for the 2R0/3 case is most likely due to the fact that
the grousers need to excavate the sand in front of the wheel. As the wheel progresses and pushes
the sand pile, it becomes harder for the grousers to excavate sand from under the wheel to the
front, hence requiring more torque to rotate the wheel. A one-dimension schematic comparison
of a normal sand excavation process (when the wheel moves out of the region where sand was
excavated) and a scenario when the sand is being compacted in front of the wheel is depicted in
Fig. 5.7. As more torque is required by the motor to rotate the wheel, the system needs to consume
an additional amount of electrical power. Therefore, a first argument to explain the peak in power
consumption shown in Fig. 4.10 is identified.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7 Schematic comparison of a) the usual excavation process by the wheel angular rotation
(wCMD) is aligned with the wheel progression (vACT ), i.e. when b = 0 , and (b) the excavation
process when the wheel rotation is opposite to the wheel progression, i.e. when b = 180 .
Future work would be to model the terramechanics of the soil shear failure when a wheel is
excavating a growing pile of sand, as shown in Fig. 5.7b. Understanding the interactions between
the wheel and the soil in this special case will help to estimate the amount of torque required for
the skid-steer rover’s inner wheels to push the sand and hence predict their power consumption in
the B/2< R< R0 range of turning radii.
5.3 Sinkage
Aspects of a rover power’s consumption may be related to how much its wheels are sunk into
the soil, and time-dependant power phenomena (described in Section 4.4.1) may be related to the
time dependency of sinkage. Further, as analysis of slip angles shows, wheel-soil interactions for
skid-steer rovers are not purely longitudinal, but also include lateral components, and are thus 2D.
As shown in Section 1.1.4, the wheel sinkage models found in the literature are only based
on longitudinal slip sy, meaning that the effects of a wheel skidding laterally are not considered.
Another limitation is that the longitudinal slip definition is not suitable for the inner wheels in the
special case region of turning radii, i.e. B/2 < R < R0, as it assumes that the projection of the
actual velocity of the wheel, vACT , onto the axis of the commanded wheel velocity, vCMD, and
the vCMD velocity itself are in the same direction (i.e. b < 90 ). Thus, the inner wheels’ sinkage
during these turns can’t be modeled using the slip-sinkage models presented earlier in Section
1.1.4. These models are also only estimating the steady-state sinkage as none of them include a
time dependency.
These limitations motivate the need to develop a new sinkage model that can estimate the
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sinkage of a wheel with respect to time, considering its longitudinal and lateral slip. This 2D slip-
sinkage model is presented in this section, along with an experimental validation of the predictions
using the data gathered during the Husky turns and with the single-wheel test bed.
Throughout this section, the inner and outer wheel sinkage is studied, but also the overall
sinkage of the skid-steer rover, defined as the sinkage at the geometric center of the rover and
calculated by averaging the inner and outer wheel sinkage values.
5.3.1 2D Slip-Sinkage Model
The idea is to design a semi-empirical slip-sinkage model that estimates the volume of sand that
is excavated out from under the wheel (VREM) and the volume of sand that is being added and
compressed underneath the wheel (VADD) as it is moving along the vACT velocity vector. Knowing
the wheel contact patch area at each time, this simplistic model based on wheel geometry and
soil properties would be able to provide an estimate of a wheel sinkage with respect to time.
In this section, the procedure for this first semi-empirical two-dimensional slip-sinkage model is
explained. Then, the model parameters are tuned using a set of tests with the single-wheel test bed,
and the data gathered during the Clearpath Husky turns (and processed following Section 5.1) is
used to estimate the inner and outer wheel sinkage.
Procedure
As mentioned, this 2D slip-sinkage model is semi-empirical; the sinkage prediction relies on
the experimental data gathered and processed in Section 5.1. Accordingly, the model takes the
inner and outer wheels’ actual velocity, vACTi (t) and v
ACT
o (t) respectively, as well as the inner and
outer slip angle, bi and bo respectively, for the turn as input. The procedure described here covers
the modeling of the sinkage for a single wheel; the same procedure is used on the inner and outer
wheels independently. Fig. 5.8 shows the top and side view of a wheel moving at an actual velocity
vACT with a commanded linear velocity vCMD = rwCMD; the angle between the two velocities is the
slip angle b . Similar to the work presented in Section 1.1.4, the sinkage d is the vertical distance



























































































Figure 5.8 a) Top view and b) side view of the wheel modeled.
To update the sinkage value at time t, the first step of the procedure is to compute the front and
rear entrance angle of the wheel into the soil, q f and qr respectively (see Fig. 5.8b), knowing the
previously computed sinkage d(t d t):












where r is the wheel radius and l is the wheel sinkage ratio, which is assumed constant throughout
the wheel motion. The sum of these angles, i.e. qc, is then used to compute the length of the
contact patch wc following:
wc = rqc = r(q f +qe). (5.17)
For pneumatic tires which are rounded, the thickness of the wheel contact patch area (Bc) is
larger than the actual thickness of the wheel (Bw), as seen in Fig. 5.9a. The relation between the
wheel contact patch thickness and actual wheel thickness is expressed as
Bc = ecwBw, (5.18)
where ecw > 1 for pneumatic tires and ecw = 1 for rigid cylindrical wheels. The value of the ecw
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ratio is found to be around 1.05 for the Husky wheel. Subsequently, the volume of sand being
excavated (or removed) from under the wheel during the time interval d t can be estimated as:
VREM = kEXBchvCMDd t, (5.19)
where kEX is the excavation efficiency parameter. An estimation of this parameter can be computed
using the grouser geometry, following the equation:




where ng is the number of grousers on the wheel, Bg and lg is the width and thickness of each
grouser respectively (as depicted in Fig. 5.9b, for a Husky wheel).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9 Husky wheel design showing the important parameters used to model the wheel.
Now that the VREM volume is known, the next step is to estimate the volume of sand in front
of the wheel (Vf ront) and on the side of the wheel (Vside), as shown in Fig. 5.8a. First, the wheel
displacement on the front Dy f ront and on the side Dxside is calculated knowing each wheel’s actual
velocity magnitude at each time t, namely kvACT (t)k or simply vACT , the slip angle b , and the time
interval d t before the next measurement.
Dy f ront = vACTd t cosb (5.21)
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Dxside = vACTd t sinb (5.22)
Using the displacement distance in the two directions, the volume of sand in front and on the
side of the wheel is computed following:
Vf ront = Af ront⇥d(t 1) = Dy f ront⇥Bw⇥d(t d t), (5.23)
Vside = Aside⇥d(t d t) = Dxside⇥wg⇥d(t d t), (5.24)
where wg is the length of the wheel along the sand (see Fig. 5.8a). This distance is computed with








These Vf ront and Vside volumes are then multiplied by the sinkage parameters k f and ks respec-
tively. These two sinkage parameters need to be tuned as they depend on the soil properties and
wheel design. Since the sand on the side of the wheel is partially being pushed (or bulldozed), the
ks constant should be smaller that k f , i.e. ks < k f .
VADD = k fVf ront + ksVside (5.27)
Finally, when VADD and VREM are know at time t, the sinkage can be updated by dividing the
difference between the two volumes over the wheel contact patch area, i.e. Bcwc.
d(t) = d(t d t)+ VREM VADD
Bcwc
(5.28)
To start the iterative process, the inital sinkage is set to the static sinkage, i.e. d(0) = d0. Then,
at each iteration, the sinkage value is updated using the magnitude of the new vACT vector and
following Eq. 5.21-5.28. Saturation bounds are also fixed for the model; at any time, the sinkage
can’t be lower than the static sinkage d0 or higher than the ground clearance of the rover (hgc)).
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Model Validation
The 2D slip-sinkage was validated using a Husky pneumatic wheel and the single-wheel test
bed presented in Section 3.3. The tuned model is then used to predict the inner and outer wheel
sinkage during the set of turns with the Husky in the laboratory sandbox. To begin, the geometry
of this wheel is presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Husky Wheel Geometry and Model Parameters
Parameters Value
Wheel radius (r) 0.165 m
Wheel thickness (Bw) 0.125 m
Number of grousers (ng) 28
Grouser height (h) 0.015 m
Grouser width (Bg) 0.085 m
Grouser thickness (lg) 0.011 m
Ground clearance (hgc) 0.13 m
Static sinkage (d0) 0.01 m
Wheel sinkage ratio (l ) 0.7
Using the wheel geometry, the excavation efficiency kEX is estimated with the parameters
shown in Table 5.1 and Eq. 5.20. The value obtained for the Husky wheel is kEX= 0.8076. Subse-
quently, the next step is to tune the two other sinkage parameters, i.e. k f and ks, with a set of two
linear paths (see Fig. 3.6b) with the single-wheel test bed. With constant vCMD and vACT velocities,
the soil compaction in front parameter k f is tuned when the slip angle b = 0  (asVside = 0 m3) and
the soil compaction on the side parameter ks is tuned when the slip angle b = 90  (as Vf ront = 0
m3). The results when vCMD = 0.08 m/s and vACT = 0.02 m/s along with the predicted sinkage
with the tuned parameters is shown in Fig. 5.10.
Furthermore, the static sinkage d0 of the Husky wheel on the GRC-1 soil simulant is determined
experimentally using the single-wheel test bed under a load equivalent to 1/4 of the Husky’s mass.
The linear potentiometer is used to measure distance between the soil level and the wheel after
applying the vertical load.
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Figure 5.10 Measured and predicted sinkage during three linear arc path tests with the single-
wheel test bed with vCMD = 0.08 m/s. The actual velocity was set to 0.02 m/s for the b = 0  and
b = 90  tests (red and blue line respectively) and to 0 m/s for the 100% slip tests (green line). The
latter case was performed to confirm the kEX estimation of Eq. 5.20.
To obtain these predicted sinkage curves of Fig. 5.10, the sinkage parameters were set to
k f= 0.85 and ks= 0.35. As expected, ks < k f due to the fact that the added volume of soil on
side of the wheel is partially being pushed away whereas the added volume soil on the front is
moving more efficiently beneath the wheel, being helped by the grousers. The estimated value of
kEX was also confirmed with a 100% slip test, where vACT = 0 m/s and therefore VADD = 0 m3.
Although the prediction shown in Fig. 5.10 is for vACT = 0.02 m/s, the accuracy of the prediction
is reduced when the actual velocity is doubled, i.e. vACT = 0.04 m/s. At this speed, the sinkage
parameters should be at around ks ⇡ 0.2 and k f ⇡ 0.6. This means that the sinkage parameters
have a dependency to the actual velocity of the wheel; they should decrease when vACT increases.
Once the sinkage parameters are tuned, the model is now ready to estimate the inner and outer
wheel sinkage of a skid-steered wheeled robot during a turn. Using the data gathered and processed
for the set of Husky turns presented in Section 4.4, the vACTi (t) and v
ACT
o (t) functions as well as the
actual slip angles (bi and bo) are injected into the model. Fig. 5.11 shows the resulting di(t) and
do(t) sinkage predicted for the inner and outer wheels respectively. For the inner wheel sinkage
when R= 2R0/3, it should be mentioned that the 2D slip-sinkage model does not at this point take
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into account the effects of the wheel rotating in opposite direction to the motion, i.e. the fact that
b > 90 . Tests in the single-wheel test bed demonstrated that inverting the wheel rotation results in
higher sinkage. It was also noticed that a wheel progressing with an actual velocity of vACT = 0.02
m/s and rotating at 0.08 m/s in the opposite direction (b = 180 ) sank faster than a wheel rotating
at the same speed with 100% slip (see Appendix B for more single-wheel test results).
Figure 5.11 Estimated inner (top) and outer (bottom) wheel sinkage over time for the set of turning
radii tested with the Husky in the sandbox.
The predicted sinkage value at the end of the each 90  turn is then plotted as a function of turn-
ing radius in Fig. 5.12. In this figure, it is clear that the outer wheels’ sinkage peak at R0 although
the overall sinkage, or the sinkage at the geometric center, peaks at 2R0/3, the turning radius in
the special case region identified. This prediction is obtained even though the model doesn’t yet
account for the added inner wheel sinkage caused by wheel rotating in opposite direction to the
motion. In spite of this, the resulting overall sinkage curve still reproduces the trend of the aver-
age power consumes during a turn as a function of turning radius (seen in Fig. 4.10), which is a
promising result.
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Figure 5.12 Resulting prediction of the inner (blue) and outer (red) wheel sinkage at the end of
the 90  rotation, with varying turning radius. The overall sinkage, i.e. the sinkage at the geometric
center of the vehicle, is also shown and seems to follow the same trend as power vs. R curve seen
in Fig. 4.10.
5.3.2 Comparing the predicted and measured sinkage
Even though the model predicts sinkage that follows the overall observations made during the test
campaigns, a detailed validation using the data gathered should also be made. In this section, the
outer wheels’ sinkage is first measured with the total station tracking of the landmark prism placed
along the edge of the rover chassis, at the midpoint between the front and back outer wheels, in the
case of left turns. On the other side, the inner wheels’ sinkage is measured by reproducing their
arc trajectory with the single-wheel test bed.
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Outer wheels
Since the landmark prism lies only 6.25 cm from the midpoint between the outer wheels (i.e.
B/2 dxlp), is was assumed that the sinkage (or variation along total station Z-axis) was equivalent
to the outer wheels’ sinkage. The relative variation in the TSzlp was considered, by substracting at
each measurement by the initial value. To facilitate the comparison with the predicted sinkage, the
curve shown in Fig. 5.13 starts at the static sinkage d0 value.
Figure 5.13 Measured outer wheel sinkage over time for the set of turning radii tested with the
Husky in the sandbox. The outer wheel sinkage was estimated using the variations in the total
station measurements of the landmark prism along the z axis, i.e.TSDzlp.
If Fig. 5.13 is compared to the outer wheels’ predicted sinkage shown in Fig. 5.11 (and
reproduced again in Fig. 5.13), the relative trends between the tests is approximately the same, i.e.
the sinkage at the end of the turn increasing from R= 0 m to R0 and then dropping below the point
turn sinkage for R > R0. The magnitude of the sinkage is similar, although the model seems to be
slightly overestimating the wheel sinkage (especially for the R0/3 and R0 turn). It can be concluded
that the model is successfully predicting the outer wheel’s sinkage to some extent, as this is a first
version of a semi-empirical two-dimensional slip-sinkage model and some key improvements to
be made are already indentified.
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It was also attempted to estimate the inner wheel sinkage knowing the distance between the
landmark prism and the inner track, the vehicle’s roll and the outer wheel sinkage. However, this
result yielded to no clear conclusion due to the noise in the small roll values measured (f < 5 )
and the variability in the flatness of the soil.
Inner wheels
As there is no sinkage estimation for the inner wheels in the Husky turns data, further tests
using the five-axis single-wheel test bed were executed to investigate the sinkage of the Husky’s
inner wheels by reproducing their motion during a turn of radius R. Table 5.2 presents the inner
wheel’s turning radius (Ri), slip angle b , tangential velocity (vACT ) and commanded wheel linear
velocity (vCMD) used to replicate an inner wheel trajectory for each turning radius R tested.
Table 5.2 Parameters to reproduce the Husky’s inner wheel trajectories tested
R Ri b vACT vCMD
R0/3 0.141 m 60  0.057 m/s 0.17 m/s
2R0/3 0.267 m 100  0.042 m/s 0.08m/s
R0 0.6127 m 40  0.05 m/s 0 m/s
4R0/3 0.795 m 25  0.127 m/s 0.07m/s
The sinkage measured by the linear string potentiometer for the four test cases is reported in
Fig. 5.14. The first observation that should be made is that the wheel sinks more when R R0 than
for the 4R0/3 case, which is consistent with relative power consumption observed below and above
R0 in Section 4.4.
It should also be noted that for the 2R0/3 turn, the sinkage is greater than in the R0/3 turn,
even though the wheel is rotating more than twice as fast in the latter case. This additional sinkage
means that there is also an additional amount of sand accumulation next to the inner wheels, which
results in an increasing power required not only to drag the inner wheels but also to bulldoze the
sand pile next to the wheels.
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Figure 5.14Measured sinkage versus time for the set of turning radii tested (Table 5.2). The wheel
sinks more in the 2R0/3 case than in the R0/3 even if its rotation speed is less than half. The static
sinkage of d0 = 10 mm was added to all the measurements, to compare with the sinkage prediction
of Fig. 5.11.
Compared to the model predictions shown in Fig. 5.11, the 2R0/3 turn measured sinkage is
higher than the sinkage recorded for the R0/3 and R0 turn, which is not the case for the modeled
sinkage. This result can be explained by the fact that the 2D slip-sinkage model not taking into
account the effect of a wheel rotation opposed to its motion. However, the model doesn’t properly
estimate the inner wheel sinkage at R0, which is in the same vicinity as the R0/3 case. This is due
to the fact that, for the model, the wheel can only sink if sand is being excavated by wheel rotation,
i.e. vCMD 6= 0. Future work thus should include accounting for both the added sinkage caused by
wheel rotation opposed to its motion and when vCMD = 0.
In conclusion, the 2D slip-sinkage model presented in this section shows promising results,
especially when predicting the outer wheels’ sinkage (which recorded more sinkage than the inner
wheel), although some key improvements should be implemented moving forward. Here is a
summary of these identified limitations of the model:
• The sinkage parameters, ks and k f , should have a dependency to the actual wheel velocity
vACT .
• The model should consider the added sinkage due to the wheel rotating in opposite direction
to the projection of vACT along the wheel, which occurs for the inner wheels in the special
case region (when B/2< R< R0).
• The model should predict the sinkage when vCMD = 0, which only occurs for the inner wheels
when R= R0.
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5.4 Sand Bulldozing Force
With the sinkage estimation obtained in the previous section, the goal is to predict the added power
required by the skid-steer rover to achieve its desired turn. To do so, the sand bulldozing force
is first calculated using a simplified version of the Skonieczny model presented in Section 1.1.4.
In this section, the simplifying assumptions are first presented before showing the procedure to
compute the sand bulldozing force, FSB, and the amount of power that needs to be added in the
power model, i.e. PAS. Finally, the FSB and PAS values are shown with respect to time and their
average value during the turn are shown as a function of turning radius.
Simplifying the Skonieczny Model
As shown in Section 1.1.4, the sand surchage accumulation model developed by Skonieczny
is specific to a wide-blade soil-tillage tool. However, it can be used in the case of a wheel that
is moving with velocity vACT and penetrating the soil by davg, i.e. the average of the sinkage in
the front and in the back of the wheel. The first simplifying assumption made is that the wheel is
always perpendicular to the soil, i.e. a1 = 90 . As the tests are performed in the cohensionless





davgra + r2q tanfi  IXCrg
(rq davg cota2)2
2(cotfi+ cotXC)
 sind + cosd cot(XC+fi)
37775 , (5.29)
where FSB is the sand bulldozing force, r is the soil dry bulk density, g is the gravitational accel-
eration, fi is the internal friction angle, d is the external friction angle, ra and rq are shown in Fig.
5.15, XC is the destructive angle, the Boolean indicator function IXC is defined as follow
IXC =
8<:1, rq > davg cotXC0, rq  davg cotXC, (5.30)
and w is the width of the wheel perpendicular to the motion along the Xa-axis, which is computed
using the slip angle b and the width or the wheel on the soil (see Eq. 5.26):
w= wg sinb . (5.31)
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Fig. 5.15 shows the modeled sand pile used to estimate the sand bulldozing force. This sand































































Figure 5.15 Side view of a projected wheel moving and bulldozing a sand pile along the Xa-axis.
From the geometry of the sand pile, the ra value can be defined as:
ra = davg cotXC. (5.32)
Also, the horizontal distance between the peak and front of the sand pile, i.e. rq, depends on




where xw is the position of the wheel along the Xa-axis. Using Eq. 5.32 and knowing that for
cohensionless soil, rq < ra , the Boolean indicator function (Eq. 5.30) becomes simply 0, as rq <
davg cotXC. Moreover, since the external friction angle d between the wheel and soil is relatively











Finally, using Eq. 5.32 and 5.33, ra can be substitued by davg cotXC and the r2q tanfi term can









During the process, this equation of the sand bulldozing force is minimized with respect to
XC as the wheel progresses along the Xa-axis, to find the soil failure angle Xc. The procedure is
explained thoroughly in the next section. Fig. 5.16 provides a recap of the important variables































































Figure 5.16 Top and front view of a wheel moving along vACT (or the Xa-axis).
Procedure
Before explaining the procedure to compute the inner and outer wheels’ sand bulldozing force
with respect to time, i.e. FSBi (t) and F
SB
o (t) respectively, an overall flowchart is presented in Fig.
5.17. This flowchart shows all the parameters required to perform the data post-processing, the
sinkage modeling with the 2D slip-sinkage model, and the sand bulldozing force modeling. The
goal is then to have an estimation of the added power with respect to time for the turns tested,
namely PAS(t).
Looking at the FSB algorithm block, the inputs to compute the sand bulldozing force for a
wheel are the actual velocity vACT , the slip angle b and the average sinkage davg (with respect to
time) of the wheel. This sinkage is used to compute the width of the wheel at the sand level (wg)
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Figure 5.17 Overall flowchart of the proposed solution
The equation to estimate the bulldozing force FSB is a function of the wheel displacement xw
(Eq. 5.35). The position of the wheel at each time is first estimated using the average of the actual
velocity vACT and the time interval between the average sinkage values. Then, for each position,
this wheel position xw, the projected width w, and the soil parameters are used in Eq. 5.35 and this
function is minimized to find the soil failure angle, i.e. XC. Finally, this angle is used to compute
the sand bulldozing force using Eq. 5.35.
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To ensure that the bulldozing force reaches a steady state value, the maximum height of the
sand pile next to the wheel is estimated using the width of the wheel on the soil level when the
sinkage reaches its steady-state value, i.e. wMAXg . It is assumed that the sand starts falling off the
edges of the sand pile when the angle of the pile reaches the repose angle jr. The maximum height




This maximum sand pile height is used to get the value of xw where the sand pile stops increase
and hence finding the maximum sand bulldozing force occurring during the maneuver.
Finally, to get the value of added power that the bulldozing force requires to overcome, the FSB
obtained at each time is simply multiplied by the actual wheel velocity vACT :
PAS = FSBvACT . (5.37)
For the case of a four-wheeled skid-steered rover, the total sand bulldozing force, FSBt , and total











where PASi and P
AS
o are the estimation of the required added power to overcome the sand bulldozing
forces, FSBi and F
SB
o , of the inner and outer wheels respectively.
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Results
The sand bulldozing force model was tested with the data gathered from the set of 90  turns.
The measurements were processed as explained in Section 5.1 and 5.3.1 to obtain, for each turn,
the actual slip angle b , the actual velocity vACT , and the average sinkage estimate with respect to
time davg(t), for the inner and outer wheels. These inputs to the FSB model are shown in Fig. 5.18
as a function of turning radius.
Figure 5.18 Inputs of the sand bulldozing force procedure (coming from the data post-processing
and 2D slip-sinkage model).
Fig. 5.19 presents the results of the sand bulldozing foce modeling of the inner and outer
wheels, FSBi and F
SB
o respectively, and the resulting total force for the four wheels. As expected,
the force levels off after a few seconds, as the sand pile next to the wheels reach its estimated
maximum height. Comparing with the power over time for this set of turns (see Fig. 4.8), it can be
observed in both cases that the power and FSBt (total sum of inner and outer bulldozing forces) in
the 2R0/3 case doesn’t seem to stabilize before the end of its 90  rotation whereas the other turns
in the 0 R R0 range reach a steady-state value quite quickly.
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Figure 5.19 Resulting sand bulldozing force FSB for the inner (top) and outer (middle) wheels, as
well as the sum of the bulldozing force encountered by the four wheels of the Husky rover (bottom)
for the set of turns tested.
Furthermore, the average and final (or steady-state) value of FSBt and PASt are calculated and
plotted against the turning radius of the circular arc path in Fig. 5.20. From the sand bulldozing
force results (top plot), it is observed that the trend in measured average power vs. R (Fig. 4.10)
is approximately reproduced, especially when looking at the final value of FSBt (dotted line). The
bottom plot shows that the distinction between the power required to push the sand pile when
0  R  R0 versus when R > R0 is comparable to Fig. 4.10. However, there is no clear peak of
added power in the special case region identified in Section 2.1.2. Also, the PASt power is relatively
small compared to the measured skid-steer rover total power. This suggests that the required added
torque to excavate the sand (Section 5.2), particularly in the special case range of turning radii, is
a more significant contribution to the increasing power consumption of skid-steer rovers operating
on loose soil than bulldozing force is.
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Figure 5.20 Average modeled bulldozing force FSB encountered by the rover during a turn with
varying turning radius (top) and corresponding added power (PAS) required to overcome this force
(bottom).
Finally, the modeling of the sand bulldozing force encountered by the wheel of a skid-steer
rover while operating on loose soil presented in this section shows some encouraging results but
also some key shortcomings. First, the force FASt , and thus also the modeled added total power
required to overcome the bulldozing force, i.e. PASt , reproduces the time dependency of the power
as it rises as the turn progresses to some extent. Also, the modeled bulldozing force at the end of
the turn (top plot of Fig. 5.20) peaks at 2R0/3 just like the power at the end of the turn shown in
Fig. 4.11. However, this peak is not observed when the sand bulldozing force is converted to PASt
power. Also, this additional power required to overcome the sand resistance is very small relatively
to the power consumption of the rover in turns with radius smaller than R0.
Even if the shortcoming of the model are partially due to shortcomings in the sinkage modeled,
it is concluded that, for skid-steer rover operating on loose soil, the impact of the accumulation
of sand next to the wheels (creating the sand bulldozing resistance) is a contributing factor to the




Application of the Improved Power Model
An accurate power model for skid-steered wheeled robots on loose soil would allow us to find
energy-efficient path for this type of terrain. In this section, two classes of paths are first com-
pared: circle-line-circle (CLC) and point turn-line-poin turn (PLP) paths. The results presented
here compare the energy consumed during a CLC path, with a specified turning radius for the two
circle segment, namely RCLC, against the energy consumed during a corresponding PLP path with
corresponding start-to-end displacement and start/end angles. A further analysis of this compari-
son, for skid-steer rover on hard ground and loose soil, leads to the formulation of angular slip,
which has a significant impact on the energy consumption on loose soil.
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6.1 CLC vs PLP Paths Comparison
As shown in Fig. 6.1, this section investigates the energy of CLC and PLP paths when the Clearpath
Hucky is operating on flat sand and on flat hard ground. The flat sand experiments were performed
at the Mars analogue terrain and the hard ground tests were performed on concrete.
Power for Skid-Steer Rovers
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Figure 6.1 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, showing that the circle-line-
circle (CLC) and the point turn-line-point turn (PLP) paths were performed both on flat sand and
hard concrete terrain.
Since skid-steer rovers often navigate using sets of point turns connected by straight lines, the
objective of this work is to show that this may not be the most efficient way to operate. For instance,
replacing the point turn segments by wider arc turns could reduce the total energy consumption
of the rover. Lower instantaneous power consumption for wider arcs is thus traded off against
shorter path distance for tighter arcs to find the most energy-efficient turning radius of the arc path
(or circle) segment. Fig. 6.2 depicts a CLC path with the start and end angle (qstart and qend
defined in the path coordinate frame) as well as the length of the straight line segment (dstraight)
connecting the two circle segments of radius RCLC. For the corresponding PLP path with the same
qstart and qend angles, dstraight becomes equal to the start-to-end displacement dp. The straight































Figure 6.2 Circle-line-circle (CLC) path and its corresponding point turn-line-poin turn (PLP)
path in green and blue, respectively. The start and end angles, qstart and qend are shown, as well as
the length of the straight line segment, dstraight , and the start-to-end displacement, dp.
Accordingly, a PLP path with dp = 10 m and qstart = qend = 45  is tested against of a set CLC
paths with various turning radii using the Clearpath Husky platform. To have a fair comparison
to each of these CLC paths, the PLP path is repeated until the difference between the start-to-end
displacement in both cases was within±2%. After computing the energy consumption of the rover




where ECLC and EPLP are the energy consumption of the CLC and PLP path respectively. A nega-
tive energy difference indicates that the CLC path consumed less total energy than its correspond-
ing PLP path. The DE% results are plotted against RACT/R0ACT where RACT is the measured turning
radius (by circular fit of the position measurement) and R0ACT is the measured turning radius when
the commanded turning radius is R0.
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Fig. 6.3a shows that, on hard concrete ground, R0 is the turning radius where the biggest
energy reduction is observed. Concurring research performed a numerical optimization of the
energy consumed during a CLC path using the hard ground power model and yielded to the same
result, i.e. the optimal turning radius for a CLC path on hard ground is R0 [34] (see Appendix F).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3 Energy difference percentage (DE%) as a function of RACT/R0ACT for a 45  10m 45 
path a) on hard concrete ground and b) in the sand of the CSA Mars analogue terrain.
As it can be seen in Fig. 6.3b, the biggest energy reduction on loose soil is observed at around
2< RACT/R0ACT < 2.5. However, in this condition, the energy difference DE% is quite noisy. This
is expected due to the variability of an outdoor sandy terrain. To ensure that the energy reduction
(from a PLP to CLC path) observed is not a fluke, a two-tailed t-test [35] is performed to validate
that the set of CLC path consumed less energy than the corresponding set of PLP path, i.e. the
CLC paths with the same range of start-to-end displacement dp measured.
The first step of the statistical analysis is to select a slice of turning radii R (the treatment
variable) to compare with the R= 0 case (the untreated slice). Then, the start-to-end displacement
dp measured (the controlled variable) of the tests in the range of turning radii are used to find the
corresponding PLP paths with the same range of displacement measured. The resulting CLC tests
are placed in the OCLC set and the corresponding PLP tests are placed in the OPLP set. Finally, the
energy (the output variable) of the tests contained in the two sets are compared against each other
in a two-tailed t-test with the hypothesis that there is a statistical difference between the two. If the
p-value obtained is lower than 0.05, then it can be concluded that there is a statistical difference
in the energy consumed during a CLC path and its corresponding PLP path. The difference in the
mean of the energy consumed during the tests contained in the OCLC and OPLP sets then allow us
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to determine if this difference constitute a reduction or an increase in the energy consumed from
the PLP to the CLC path.
Fig. 6.4 shows the two resulting sets of tests (OCLC and OPLP are contained in the green box
of Fig. 6.4a and 6.4b, respectively) for the selected case of 2 < RACT/R0ACT < 2.5. The energy
consumption of the tests contained in these two sets are compared in the two-tailed t-test.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4 a) CLC path measured distance as a function of RACT/R0ACT showing the range of dp
distance for the OCLC set when 2 < RACT/R0ACT < 2.5. b) PLP path energy consumption as a
function of RACT/R0ACT showing the corresponding OPLP set of tests that are in the same range of
dp distance as the OCLC set.
Fig. 6.5 shows the result of the statistical analysis. Only the 0 < RACT/R0ACT < 0.5 range
didn’t yield to a statistical difference between the energy consumption of the CLC and PLP paths.
Moreover, the range of turning radii with the greatest confidence in the statistical difference, i.e.
the lowest p-value, is when 2 < RACT/R0ACT < 2.5. As shown in Table 6.1, this was also the set
of turns where the biggest energy reduction were observed (by comparing the mean of the CLC
and PLP sets). It was also observed that the energy consumed during a CLC path is statistically
significantly higher than during a PLP path when 0.5< RACT/R0ACT < 1.5.
It should be noted that the tests gathered during the October 2018 campaign were removed
from the analysis as the energy consumed during the PLP path were substantially higher than the
two other test campaigns (see Fig. 6.4b). As noted earlier in Section 3.4, weather conditions were
wetter during the October 2018 campaign.
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Figure 6.5 DE% over RACT/R0ACT (top) used for the statistical analysis and obtained p-value (bot-
tom) showing if the CLC paths with each set of turning radii has a statistically significant decrease
(in green) or increase (in red) of energy consumption compared to a PLP path.
Table 6.1 p-value obtained from the statistical analysis using 5 slices of turning radii
Turning radius p-value Difference in mean (ECLC EPLP)/EPLP
0< RACT < 0.5R0ACT 0.856 +4.55%
0.5R0ACT < RACT < 1.5R0ACT 0.029 +14.38%
1.5R0ACT < RACT < 2R0ACT <0.001 -8.63%
2R0ACT < RACT < 2.5R0ACT <0.001 -13.2%
2.5R0ACT < RACT < 3R0ACT 0.03 -12.03%
Using the results from the statistical analysis and assuming that the commanded and actual
turning radius are equal, i.e. RCLC =RACT and R0=R0ACT , it can be concluded that the most energy-
efficient CLC path on loose soil would have a turning radius in the range 2R0 < RCLC < 2.5R0, and
that it is a statistically significant reduction in the energy consumed versus a PLP path. This path
would allow the skid-steer rover to save around 13.2% of its energy, for a 10 m path. Other
combinations of distance and start/end angles were tested and yielded to similar results, i.e. the
turning radius which results in the biggest energy reduction from a PLP to a CLC path occurs at
around 2R0 < RCLC < 2.5R0 (see Appendix C).
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6.2 Angular slip
In order to understand the difference in the results shown in Section 6.1 between hard and loose
terrain, the time dependency of power consumption is analyzed in this section. Fig. 6.6 depicts the
conditions in which this new concept of angular slip is studied, i.e.on flat hard ground and on flat
sand.
Power for Skid-Steer Rovers
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Figure 6.6 High level overview of the topics studied in this research, highlighting that the angular
slip is evaluated both on sand and hard ground.
The difference in which turning radius provides the biggest energy reduction between the sand
tests and the hard ground tests shown in Fig. 6.3 can partially be explained by the fact that the
power model used is not accurate when operating on sand. hat b ing said, it can also be seen
in the power vs. R figure (Fig. 4.8) that there isn’t a large difference between the average power
consumed at R = 0 and at R0. Accordingly, another possible contribution to the increased amount
of energy consumed during a CLC path with R0 is that this specific turn takes a longer time to
complete its angular rotation. It was shown in Fig. 4.8 that the R0 turn takes significantly more
time to complete its 90  rotation compared to any other turns. This observation led to calculating
the time to complete the 90  turn for each turning radius. With the constant vc assumption, the
commanded angular velocity wz is constant below R0 so the time should be constant for R R0 (as
seen in Fig. 2.1).
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Fig. 6.7 reports the time to complete the same angular change for all the turns on hard ground
and in the controlled laboratory sandbox. The results are compared to the expected time (using the
commanded angular velocity). This figure clearly illustrates that there is a constant offset between
the time to complete the turn on hard ground and that, on a sandy terrain, the offset is significantly
bigger (at least double). The difference between the actual and expected time to complete the turn
also grows for radii 0 R R0 on sand, peaking at R0.
Figure 6.7 Time to complete a 90  turn of in the laboratory sandbox (in red) and on hard ground
(in blue). The expected time to complete the turn is also plotted in black.
As energy is a function of power but also time, the rise in time to complete a turn will increase
the total consumed energy. Therefore, this could explain why the greatest energy reduction is not
at R0 when operating on sand (and why, in fact, CLC paths at R0 on sand consume more energy
than PLP).
To quantify the gap between the expected and measured time to complete a turn, it is suggested
to use a concept similar to the longitudinal slip (in one direction, along the wheel axis). This






where vCMD is the wheel commanded linear velocity and vACTy is the actual (or measured) velocity





where wCMDz is the commanded angular velocity and wACTz is the actual (or measured) angular
velocity. The commanded and average actual angular velocities for the set of turns tested are
shown in Fig. 6.8. This figure also reports the computed angular slip sw for each turning radius.
As expected, the angular slip is greater for all the turning on sandy terrain and the peak at R0 is
also captured.
An estimation of this angular slip as a function of turning radius could be useful when com-
puting the energy that a skid-steer rover needs to consume during a trajectory. Accordingly, the
optimal turning radius for a CLC path on sand could be predicted accurately as there is multiple
parameters that need to be traded off such as: the length of the path (which increases with R), the
time to complete a turn, and the instantaneous power consumption.
Figure 6.8 Actual and commanded angular velocity wz as a function of turning radius (top) and
the resulting angular slip sw (bottom) for hard ground and sand.
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Fig. 6.9 shows that the angular velocity quickly decreased as the turn progress. An interesting
phenomenon is also observed: the angular velocity seems to increase again for all the turning radii
except for 2R0/3, which is the only turning radius in the special case region (B/2< R< R0).
Figure 6.9 Angular velocity (wz) over time for the turning radii tested on sand.
To explain the increase in angular slip at R0, the forces recorded during the set of circular arc
path with the single-wheel test bed (shown in Section 3.3) were analyzed. The Fx and Fz forces
measured by the force/torque sensor are first converted to tangential and radial forces, i.e. Ftang
and Fradial respectively, using the equations shown in Fig. 6.10a. Fig 6.10b presents the Ftang and
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10 a) Schematic figure showing the orientation of the forces measured by the force/torque
sensor (in blue) and how these forces were converted to Ftang and Fradial b) Resulting tangential
and radial forces as the wheel progresses on its circular arc path, for the four turns tested.
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Fradial forces as the wheel turn progresses during the four turns tested. Looking at the tangential
force, it can be noticed that the highest amount of resistance is recorded at R0, which could explain
why this particular turn takes more time than expected to complete its rotation, i.e. it has a higher
angular slip.
It was demonstrated by previous work [36] that a braked wheel produces a much different flow
pattern in the soil than a rolling wheel. Using visual analysis, it was shown that pushing a braked
wheel generates soil displacement only in the sliding direction, resulting in a large shearing surface
in the soil. On the other hand, a rolling wheel produces more vertical soil motion and a smaller
shear plane.
In the case of a R0 turn, the inner wheels are not commanded to rotate which is analogous to
pushing a braked wheel. This could be the cause of the increase in the resistance force (opposite
to the direction of Ftang) for the R0 turn. To investigate even further, the single-wheel test bed was
used to move a wheel along a linear path perpendicular to its rotation direction, i.e. b = 90 . The
commanded linear velocity of the wheel was set to 0, 0.02 and 0.04 m/s and the resulting force
in the Fz direction is shown in Fig. 6.11b. It is clear that the braked wheel (when vCMD = 0 m/s)
produces larger sand resistance force than a rolling wheel following the same trajectory.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11 a) Schematic figure of a linear path test with b = 90  showing the orientation of the
forces measured. b) Corresponding Fz measured of combinations of 3 commanded wheel velocities
and 2 actual velocites. The Fz force of the braked wheel when vACT = 0.02 m/s and vACT = 0.04
m/s are shown as blue and red solid lines, respectively.
To conclude, as the resistance force parallel to the linear motion (or tangential to the arc motion)
increases, a decrease in the measured angular velocity is observed (Fig. 6.9) and hence resulting
in an increase of average angular slip during the turn (Fig. 6.8).
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This section summarizes the main conclusions of this research and presents the recommendations
and future research work. Several of the conclusions relate to a key turning radius, identified as
particularly important; R0, which is defined as the turning radius where the inner wheels are not
commanded to rotate.
Power Consumption of Skid-Steer Rovers on Loose Soil
A key contribution of this work is the identification of a special case in the power consumption
of skid-steered wheeled robots on sand. When the turning radius is slightly bigger than half of
the width of the rover but smaller than R0, i.e. B/2 < R < R0, measured power consumption is
significantly higher than existing models predict. As shown in Section 4.4.2, this special case has
an average power consumption approximately 20% higher than for a point turn, and it exhibits the
highest rise in instantaneous power with respect to time. These results were observed both in the
controlled laboratory sandbox filled with GRC-1 simulant and in the field at the Mars analogue
terrain.
Accordingly, contributing factors to explain the increasing power consumption of this special
case have been identified. The added motor torque required to rotate the inner wheels backwards
as they are being dragged forward by the outer wheels contributes to the power peak for the set of
turning radii in the special case range. Here, the wheels must pass through piles of sand they have
excavated. It was also observed that this counter-rotation causes the inner wheels to sink more as
the steady-state sinkage also peaks for the special case turns. This additional sinkage results in a
higher bulldozing force required to push the sand accumulated next to the wheels, although this
contribution is less significant than the added torque described above.
Another important phenomenon reported in Section 4.4.1 is the fact that the power consumption
of a skid-steered wheeled vehicle rises as the turn progresses for turns of radii R R0. The highest
increase during the 90  turns tested occurred at R= 2R0/3, which correspond to the turning radius
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in the special case region, i.e. B/2< 2R0/3< R0.
Neglecting Roll in Skid-Steer Rover Power Model
As shown in Section 4.1, plotting the power consumption of a skid-steer rover as a function
of vehicle’s pitch and roll validated that the roll of the robot can be neglected when modelling
the power consumption of a sloped terrain composed of loose soil. Although the existing hard
ground power model from the literature also ignored the influence of roll on power consumption,
this work also validated that this was true on sandy slopes using experimental data from the White
Sands National Monument test campaign. This contribution will be useful in the development of a
power model for skid-steered wheeled robot operating on loose soil with slopes.
Power Consumption with Respect to Time and Energy-Efficient Paths
Finding energy-efficient paths is an ultimate goal for studying rover power consumption. Since
energy is the integral of power over time, we also studied the time dependency aspect of a skid-steer
rover on loose soil. Accordingly, the power over time figures presented in Section 4.4.1 exposed
the fact that turns with a turning radius R R0 take a longer time to complete their angular rotation
as R increases. This conclusion is only true for sandy soil as hard ground experiments confirmed
that the angular velocity (or time to complete the desired rotation) is constant for turns below
R0, under the constant vc velocity constraint. In other words, the measured (or actual) angular
velocity is closer to the commanded angular velocity on hard ground. The concept of angular
slip is introduced in this work to describe the difference between actual and commanded angular
velocity. Results show that the angular slip is significantly higher on sand than on hard ground and
peaks at R0 to a value 40% higher than when R= 0.
This conclusion was used to interpret the energy reduction from the two types of path presented
in Section 6.1. The total energy of a point turn-line-point turn (PLP) path was compared to the total
energy of a circle-line-circle (CLC) both on hard ground and on loose terrain. On hard ground, the
turning radius where the highest reduction (from PLP to CLC) was observed was R0 for the two
paths tested, which coincides with the theoretical analysis. On the other hand, on loose terrain, the
turning radius where the highest energy reduction was observed was around RCLC = 2.5R0. As the
CLC path with RCLC = R0 takes more time to complete its rotation due to angular slip, there is a
trade-off occurring between the length of the path (which increases with RCLC), the angular slip
and the average power consumption of the skid-steer rover during a turn.
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Future Work and Practical Lessons Learned
Towards having a power model specific to skid-steer rovers operating on loose soil, future
work will first be to model terramechanics of the soil shear failure when the wheel is excavating
a growing pile of sand. As this occurs for the inner wheels when the rover is performing turn
in the special range of turning radii identified, i.e. B/2 < R < R0, an estimation of the amount
of torque required for the wheels to excavate and compact the sand would benefit the overall
power consumption prediction. Although it was shown that the sand bulldozing force that rover
needs to overcome while skidding is a less important contributing factor to the increased power
consumption below R0, improvements should be made on the novel 2D slip-sinkage presented in
this work. Amongst other, additional work to improve the model is to consider the added sinkage in
the special case region and when the inner wheels aren’t commanded to turn (at R0). Successfully
predicting the sinkage would not only improve the predicted power required to overcome the sand
bulldozing force but also help understand the behavior of skid-steered wheeled robots on loose
soil. It would also be interesting to study the effects of the wheel design on the sinkage but also
on the added excavation torque aforementioned. These two factors would need to be traded off
when considering the thickness on the wheel, for example. A thicker wheel, i.e a larger Bw, would
sink less as the load is distributed on a larger contact area, but would excavate more sand in front
(or back) due to this larger contact area. Additionaly, a hollow wheel could reduce the amount of
bulldozing resistance force encountered by the rover while skidding during a turn.
Once the added torque is modeled and the improvements to the 2D slip-sinkage model are
applied, the idea is to have an online estimation of the power model key parameters as the skid-
steer rover is operating on sand. These parameters would therefore be updated in situ using the
instantaneous power measured, prior to using the power model to find energy-efficient paths.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate on the new concept of angular slip presented
in this thesis. As mentioned, a prediction of this slip is important when finding energy-efficient
paths as the total energy consumed during a trajectory is considerably affected by the time to
complete the desired maneuvers.
Finally, even before a power model is developed to fully account for the two contributing factors
of increased power listed above, a practical lesson learned is to avoid turns of radii B/2 < R < R0
whenever possible when designing an energy-efficient path for skid-steered wheeled vehicles on
loose soil. In fact, experimental results demonstrated that the most energy-efficient turning radius
for a path composed of a circular arc, a straight line and another circular segment, i.e. CLC path,
was around 2 2.5R0 on sand, and at R0 on hard concrete ground.
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Appendix A
Derivation of equations for vy, wz, Vl and Vr
based on vc and R for left turns (Vr  Vl)

















Using the vc defined in Eq. 2.6, the left and right linear velocities can be evaluated in the
following three cases.
Case 1 : R< R0
In this region, we have Vl < 0 and Vr > 0 such that
2vc =Vr Vl. (A.5)







Vr = 2vc+Vl (A.7)
Case 2 : R= R0
By definition, at R0, we have that
Vl = 0 (A.8)
Vr = 2vc. (A.9)
Case 3 : R> R0
In this region, we have Vl > 0 and Vr > 0 such that
2vc =Vr+Vl. (A.10)






Vr = 2vc Vl (A.12)






, if R< R0




, if R> R0
(A.13) Vr =
8>>><>>>:
2vc+Vl, if R< R0
2vc, if R= R0




Other Single-Wheel Test Bed Results
In this section, additional results from the test performed with the Husky wheel mounted on the
five-axis single-wheel test bed are shown. As explained in Section 5.3.2, linear path were per-
formed with a specified slip angle b , commanded wheel velocity vCMD, and actual wheel displace-
ment velocity vACT . Fig. B.1 shows the relative sinkage results for two different actual velocities
and the 100% slip case (where vACT = 0 m/s). It should be noticed that the test case with b > 90 ,
which occurs in the special range of turning radii indentified (when B/2< R< R0) sinks faster than
the 100% slip case and reach a steady-state value higher than any other test cases with b < 90 .
Figure B.1 Relative sinkage for a linear path with vCMD = 0.08 m/s and varying slip angle b for
vACT = 0.02 m/s (top) and vACT = 0.04 m/s (bottom).
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Further linear path tests were performed to validate that the inner wheels sink more in the
special case, when b > 90 . Fig. B.2 depicts the relative sinkage for three set of slip angle. For
each set, the actual velocity was kept at 0.04 m/s and the rotation of the wheel was simply set to
vCMD = 0.08 m/s for the b < 90  angle and to vCMD = 0.08 m/s for the b > 90  angle.
Figure B.2 Relative sinkage over time comparison when the wheel is rotating in opposite direction,
for three set of slip angle b .
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Appendix C
Other CLC vs. PLP Results
Following up on the work presented in Section 6.1, additional CLC and PLP path were tested with
the Clearpath Husky on hard concrete ground and on the sand of the CSA Mars analogue terrain.
Moreover, as seen in Fig. C.2, new paths combining a circle, a straight line and a point turn (CLP
and PLC) were performed to compare the total energy consumption.
Fig. C.1 and C.2 first show the energy difference, from the PLP to the CLC/CLP/PLC path as a
function of RACT/R0ACT for a 60  8 m 30  path on hard ground and on sand, respectively. Then,
the results from a 90    10 m  90  path on sand are shown in Fig. C.3. Finally, the same path
shown in the main body of the thesis, i.e. 45   10 m  45 , was tested using the vmax constraint
discussed in Section 2.1.1 to validate that similar results are obtained with a different velocity
constraint that the constant total absolute velocity vc used throughout the thesis.
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Figure C.1 Energy difference from the PLP to the CLC path with varying turning radius, depicted
as RACT/R0ACT for a 60  8 m 30  path, on hard ground, with constant vc = 0.3 m/s. The biggest
energy reduction occurs at RACT = R0ACT .
Figure C.2 Energy difference from the PLP to CLC/CLP/PLC path with varying turning radius,
depicted as RACT/R0ACT for a 60    8 m  30  path, on sand, with constant vc = 0.3 m/s. The
biggest energy reduction occurs at around 2R0ACT < RACT < 2.5R0ACT .
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Figure C.3 Energy difference from the PLP to CLCpath with varying turning radius, depicted as
RACT/R0ACT for a 90   10 m  90  path, on sand, with constant vc = 0.3 m/s. The biggest energy
reduction occurs at around RACT ⇡ 2R0ACT .
Figure C.4 Energy difference from the PLP to CLCpath with varying turning radius, depicted
as RACT/R0ACT for a 45    10 m  45  path, on the sand of the CSA Mars analogue terrain, with
constant vmax = 0.3 m/s. The biggest energy reduction occurs at around 2R0ACT < RACT < 2.5R0ACT .
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Appendix D
Evaluating the Slip Track
In this appendix, the actual and commanded turning radii, i.e. RACT and RCMD, are first compared
by plotting RACT vs. RCMD. These results are further used to have a quick estimation of the slip
track (Bs) for a particular terrain instead on using the Extended Kalmann Filter (EKF) to find the
location of the left and right ICR (presented in Section 1.1.1).
Fig. D.1 shows the results for the two set of 90  turns performed with the Clearpath Husky
platform, on hard concrete ground.
Figure D.1 Comparison between the commanded and actual turning radius, RCMD and RACT , for
two runs of turns with the Clearpath Husky, on hard ground.
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Ideally, the measured (RACT ) vs. commanded (RCMD) turning radii curve should be along the
diagonal (dotted line). However, for the Argo tests on sand shown in Fig. ?? (blue and orange
lines), it clear that the measured turning radius is greater than the commanded turning radius.
This could be caused by the fact that Argo controller doesn’t consider slip and use the width
B of the rover to obtain the left and right wheels velocities, VL and VR respectively, from the
commanded linear velocity vx and angular velocity wz. The procedure to derive Vl and Vr is shown
in Appendix A, using Bs = B in the case of the Argo. Since B is smaller than the actual sand slip
track, the commanded turning radius will be smaller than the actual radius since Bs increases as
slip increases.
For the Husky, the actual turning radii is closer to the commanded value, for the tests performed
in the sandbox. This is due to the fact that the controller use a slip track value of Bs = 1.1m= 2B
which is closer to the actual slip track of the Husky in the GRC-1 soil simulant. It should also
be noticed that the measured radii from the CSA test campaign were smaller than the commanded
turning radii. This could be explained by the fact that the sand from the CSAmars emulation terrain
was wet and compacted, which reduces the slip encountered during the maneuvers. Accordingly,
the actual slip track of the Husky in this terrain is less than the value used by the controller.
Figure D.2 RACT vs. RCMD for all tests
As mentioned, the actual turning radius measured when RCMD = R0 was used to estimate the
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slip track Bs of all the terrain on which a set of 90  turns was performed. Table D.1 presents the
results of this analysis with the internal slip track of the Husky, used by the controller to convert
inputted linear vy and angular wz velocities to left and right commanded velocities, i.e. Vl and Vr
respectively (following equations of Appendix A). As the RACT vs. RCMD curves were close to the
diagonal dotted line in the two previous figures for the case of the laboratory sandbox and the hard
ground, the resulting slip track for these two terrains is close to the internal slip track of 1.1 m.
Table D.1 Estimated slip track using RACT when RCMD = R0
Terrain Slip Track (Bs)
Internal 1.1 m
Laboratory sandbox 1.21 m
CSA Mars analogue terrain 0.65 m
Hard concrete ground 1.29 m
The data gather in a CSAMars analogue test campaign in 2017 was used to performed the ICR
EKF presented in the work of [4]. The results of all the turns is shown in Fig. D.3 as a function
of turning radius R, along with an average position of the left and right ICR along the vehicle’s
X axis. The average slip track obtained is 1.78 m, which is significantly higher than what was
estimated in Table D.1.




During this research, a few research questions were not answered. Two of them, which are inter-
esting study areas, are presented in this appendix.
First, a phenomenon that wasn’t explained in this work comes from the experimentally obtained
slip track Bs for the different terrains shown in Appendix C. From Table D.1, it can be noticed that
the slip track measured on hard concrete ground is greater than the slip track for any other terrain
tested, including the laboratory sandbox GRC-1 simulant. Does this means that a rotating wheel on
loose soil slips more but skids less than on hard ground? Is this due to the fact that a sinking wheel
can’t perform lateral motion as easily as on a flat hard surface? Therefore, the overall skidding of a
vehicle (or its slip track) would depend on the amount of sinkage experienced by its wheels, which
vary depending on the maneuver. However, this contradicts the work of Martinez et al., which state
that the ICRs remain bounded to a small area, regardless of the maneuver [1].
Furthermore, it wasn’t explained why the measured angular velocity of the rover initially de-
creases but then increases again for all the turns except 2R0/3 (the turing radius in the special range
identified), as seen in Fig. 6.9. What phenomenon can explain this? Does the increase occurs when
the wheel sinkage reach its steady-state?
Finally, the wheel unit DC motor current measurements gathered during the set of circular arc
path performed with the single-wheel test bed are shown in Fig. E.1. Since these currents are
collected at the motor gate (instead of the controller gate with the Clearpath Husky), this current
is proportional to torque. However, the clear increase in torque for the special case turn (reported
by the torque-proportional curve of Fig. 5.7) is not seen here, as the current of the 2R0/3 case is
similar to the R0/3 case. Is this because single-wheel test bed is using other motors to control the
displacement of the wheel whereas for the Husky, the wheel DC motors are responsible for the
wheel rotation and their displacement? Further investigation could be made in this area.
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Abstract Skid-steer rovers consume a lot more power in point turns com-
pared to straight line motion. As energy is the integral of power over time,
the turning radius should be considered explicitly for this type of rover. Lower
instantaneous power consumption for wider arcs must be traded o↵ against
shorter traversal distance for tighter arcs by evaluating the total energy con-
sumed when following di↵erent paths. This research seeks to find the most
energy-e cient path from among Circular arc - Line - Circular arc (CLC)
paths, a generalization of Point turn - Line - Point turn (PLP) paths which
are the simplest path to execute for a skid-steer rover traversing between gen-
eral start and end poses. The optimally energy-e cient CLC path on hard
ground is found to have circular arcs of radius R0, the turning radius at which
a skid-steer rover’s inner wheels are not commanded to turn. The radius cor-
responds to exactly half the rover’s slip-track. Theoretical, numerical, and
experimental evidence is presented to support this result. Further, important
features of the R0 turning radius are explored.
Keywords Energy-e cient paths · Skid-steer rovers · Optimization · Power
modeling
1 Introduction
Skid-steering is a method of steering where four (or more) wheels are not
themselves steered, but di↵erent velocities are commanded for the left and
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right wheels in order to maneuver a vehicle. Due to their mechanical sim-
plicity, maneuverability and robustness, skid-steer rovers are widely used for
excavation and loading, planetary exploration [1][2] and other field robotics ap-
plications. Energy-e cient navigation is an important aspect of any of these
applications, especially when autonomously planning paths in power-starved
environments. However, the power consumption for skid-steer rovers can be
high, and also highly variable, compared to other steering mechanisms (such as
explicit or Ackerman steering) due to the torque required to overcome lateral
motion resistance while skidding in a turn.
A key challenge of skid-steer mobility is thus the power and energy con-
sumption of this steering configuration. Shamah et al. [3] show that during a
maneuver the power consumption of a skid-steer rover is generally inversely
related to its turning radius, with lowest power consumption during straight
line driving and highest during tight turns. For point turns (i.e. turning in
place), skid steering can require over twice the power of explicit steering [3].
The di↵erence between the two steering modes drops away with increasing
turning radius. Thus, the shortest distance path, which is a Point turn - Line
- Point turn (PLP) path, may not be the lowest-energy path. In fact, we show
this to be the case.
Studying energy e ciency of skid-steer rovers with respect to their turning
radii provides insights that are useful for path planning.
1.1 Sample-based and local planning methods
In general path planning for vehicles, di↵erential constraints and complex en-
vironments motivate sampling-based approaches (e.g. Rapidly-exploring Ran-
dom Trees (RRT)). However, there is also a need to generate feasible local
paths between the nodes that sampling-based algorithms generate. Accord-
ingly, Local Planning Methods (LPM) provide useful motion primitives for the
global planning method [4]. These local paths are generated in an obstacle-free
environment, representing the space between nodes that are already chosen to
avoid obstacles in a complex environment. The simplest LPM for skid-steer
rovers to transition between general local start and end poses is a PLP path,
which can be generalized to Circular-arc - Line - Circular-arc (CLC) paths. It
is possible to explicitly optimize these simpler local paths (in terms of either
length, time duration, energy consumption, etc.). LaValle describes two prob-
able advantages of considering such optimal local paths to build overall paths
[4]:
1. They can lead to more time/length/energy e cient overall paths
2. They can be more e cient in computational cost compared to executing
the global algorithms with ad hoc local paths
There are many di↵erent numerical sampling-based methods to search for
e cient paths in complex environments (such as in the presence of obstacles),
including potential fields [5], several versions of rapidly exploring random tree
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algorithms (such as RRT [6][7][8], RRT* [9], and Theta*-RRT [10]), and sev-
eral numerical methods based on heuristic approaches (such as D* [11]). Sam-
pling Based Model Predictive Optimization (SBMPO) [12] is popular for path
planning with skid-steer rovers. Because SBMPO samples from the feasible
space of control inputs, it can automatically satisfy any kinematic or dynamic
constraints. SBMPO generates nodes on a graph where a model predicts the
rover would be after the sampled control inputs have been applied for some
specified duration. The cost at each node is the sum of the cost of getting to
that node (which can be predicted by the model used) plus an “optimistic”
estimate (i.e. meant to guarantee to not over-estimate) of the remaining cost
to get to the goal from that node. After a node is expanded with some fixed
number of new nodes and each is assigned a cost, a priority queue is re-sorted
to pick the next node to expand (the one with lowest cost). Reese [13] proved
that SBMPO gives the optimal path on the graph, but only once the priority
queue is completely exhausted.
Recent attempts to determine energy-e cient paths for skid-steer rovers
use SBMPO. Gupta et al. [14] opt to select the first path that reaches the goal
by this method (i.e. leaving nodes still available in the priority queue), resulting
in a suboptimal trajectory, in order to reduce computation time. Pentzer et
al. [15] assume that a point turn followed by a straight line (a subset of the
PLP path type) to the goal (which, in general, may still be far away) provides
an “optimistic” estimate of remaining energy cost; however, our present work,
using the same power model, will show that there exist paths with lower cost
than this option and thus it does not in fact guarantee not to over-estimate
cost. Further, even a fully optimally implemented SBMPO provides only the
optimal solution on the graph of sampled nodes. To approach a global optimum
in continuous space, the sampling must thus be dense. However, it is mentioned
by Gupta et al. [14] that computation time is already a limiting consideration.
These challenges in practice related to suboptimality and computational cost
align with the points raised by LaValle [4] motivating optimal local paths. The
next subsection introduces CLC paths for this purpose.
In other related work, Tokekar et al. [16] work toward optimizing energy
consumption for car-like robots (i.e. with Ackerman steering); they first show
how to analytically find energy-optimal velocity profiles along a given path,
and then build a discretized graph composed of individual circular arcs (or
straight lines) connecting the vertices. Shortest path LPMs have been devel-
oped for car-like rovers [17,18] as well as di↵erential-drive rovers [19]; shortest
time LPMs have also been developed for di↵erential-drive rovers [20]. In all
these cases, the optimal solutions consist of sequences of straight lines, circular
arcs and/or point turns.
1.2 Path types and special turning radii
In order to study the impact of turning radius on skid-steer rover energy e -
ciency, a pre-defined class of paths inspired by the results of the work described
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above, composed of CLC segments, is considered. CLC paths are a general-
ization of PLP paths, where the initial and final point turns can be replaced
with arcs of any turning radius, 0 < R <1. The reasons for considering this
particular type of pre-defined path include:
– Turning radius has an important e↵ect on skid-steer rover power con-
sumption [3]. A practical approach to controlling turning radius is to have
constant-turning-radius paths by using circular arcs.
– PLP paths are the simplest paths a skid-steer rover can employ for motion
from a general start to end pose, and are thus very commonly used in
practice. The generalization of this concept beyond R = 0 explores possible
optimizations while retaining this option as a possible solution.
– In prior related problems, CLC or PLP paths are optimal (in terms of
shortest distance [17] or shortest time [20]) as long as start and end poses
are su ciently separated. But, they are not investigated in terms of energy-
e ciency.
Earlier work by the authors [21] considered predefined classes consisting
only of 2 circular arcs, but this turned out to rarely be optimal, especially for
paths of any appreciable length where including a straight line can significantly
reduce the overall path length.
In skid-steer rovers, di↵erent turning radii are achieved by commanding
di↵erent wheel velocities to the left and right sides of the rover. Vl and Vr are
the left and right wheel velocities (i.e. wheel angular velocities multiplied by
wheel radius), respectively, and are control inputs. The boundary between the
cases where Vl and Vr are of the same or of opposite sign (i.e. when either Vl or
Vr are 0) turns out to be very important. The turning radius at this boundary
is defined as R0 in this work (and is equal to half the rover’s slip track, as
will be shown in the following section). The concept is somewhat similar to
Rc recently introduced by Dogru and Marques [22], but R0 is more general
and its importance is more fully analyzed here than any related concepts in
prior literature. Rc is assumed to occur at half the rover width, not accounting
for the possibility of lateral slip. Further, Dogru and Marques note that when
Rc < R < 1, the side with the faster wheels drags the other side along,
resulting in negative power consumption on one side of the robot. As will be
shown in Section 4.4 of this work, the range of turning radii for which this is
true has tighter bounds in general. Also, although Dogru and Marques work
toward finding an optimal turning radius for skid-steer rovers in subsequent
work [23], they do not explicitly link the important boundary case (i.e. Rc or,
actually, R0) to optimal energy consumption. A contribution of this work is
thus that it provides deeper context and explanations for those earlier results
in the literature.
1.3 Contributions and organization
A key contribution of this work is a detailed exposition of the importance of
R0, including its use in optimally energy-e cient local path planning on hard
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ground. When considered with respect to a popular power model for skid-steer
rovers [24], R0 corresponds to an important transition for energy consumption:
below R0 energy consumption is not a function of turning radius while above R0
it is. CLC paths, with the ‘C’ segments consisting of circular arcs of radius R0,
are found to be optimally energy e cient in both simulation and experiments
on hard ground.
In addition, it is explicitly shown that there are CLC paths that are more
energy-e cient than point turn-line-point turn (PLP) paths on hard ground.
Thus R0-CLC paths (CLC paths with R = R0) should be used as “optimistic”
estimates of cost to a goal, rather than PLP paths.
In section 2, the problem of theoretical and experimental investigation for
skid-steer rovers’ energy-e cient CLC paths are defined. The kinematics and
power model of the problem are also introduced. Then, section 3 is specified
to the mathematical formulation of energy-e cient CLC paths’ problem. Af-
terwards, section 4 reports the numerical analysis and experimental tests for
comparison of energy-e cient CLC with PLP paths. Finally, section 5 reports
conclusions regarding the optimality of R0 and the conditions in which energy-
e cient CLC paths consume less energy than PLP, and discusses future work.
2 Problem Statement and System Definition
To investigate the significance of R0, the usefulness of CLC paths, and the
relationship between these two contributions, the following problem is studied
in this work.
Problem 1 : Finding energy-e cient CLC (Fig. 1) paths for skid-steer
rovers both theoretically (by using the existing power model) and experi-
mentally (by commanding di↵erent CLC paths with Husky UGV). The sub-
problems can be summarized as follows:
i Computing the optimally energy-e cient CLC path by theoretical analysis,
and comparing these results to PLP (Fig. 2) paths (shortest path).
ii Experimentally measuring the energy required to perform PLP paths and
CLC paths with turning radii at and around those suggested by the analysis
in Problem 1-i, on hard ground.
iii Comparing the results of Problem 1-i and Problem 1-ii.




subject to hi = 0, i = 1..n
gj  0, j = 1..m
(1)
where E, hi, and gj are the energy consumed during the path, and the equality
constraints and inequality constraints (defined in subsection 3.2), respectively.
Also, n and m are the numbers of equality and inequality constraints, respec-
tively. In addition, Rk (k = 1, 2) and ✓B1 are the turning radii of the circles










Fig. 1: A CLC path including two circular arcs and a line segment. The axes xP and yP
indicate the path-defined coordinate system. Also, B1 and B2 are the starting and end point










𝑅1 = 0 𝑅2 = 0 
Fig. 2: A PLP path consisting of two point turns and a line segment
and angle of the straight line (with respect to the path-defined coordinate
system) in Fig. 1, respectively.
Assumptions:
– The rover is skid-steer (i.e. can turn with any turning radius, including
point turns)
– The rover only moves forward on flat ground
– There are no obstacles (i.e. LPM)
– The path is C2 di↵erentiable
– x(0) = xA and x(tf ) = xC for x = [x, y, ✓]
T , where (x, y) and ✓ are the
position and heading angle of the rover in the global coordinate system,
respectively. Also, tf is the final time. Moreover, xA and xC are known.
Further assumptions are employed purely to simplify the analysis of the ex-
ample cases studied:
– The rover center of mass is located at its centroid
– Both ✓A and ✓C are in the same quadrant (in the path-defined coordinate
system, whose x-axis is aligned with the line connecting points A and C,
see Fig. 1)
2.1 Skid-steer rover kinematics
Rover kinematics can be defined based on the concept of Instantaneous Cen-
ters of Rotation (ICR) [25]. The parameters (xICRv, yICRv), (xICRr, yICRr),












𝑦𝐼𝐶𝑅𝑙) (𝑥𝐼𝐶𝑅𝑟, 𝑦𝐼𝐶𝑅𝑟) 
(𝑥𝐼𝐶𝑅𝑣, 𝑦𝐼𝐶𝑅𝑣) 𝜔𝑧 
𝑉𝑙 𝑉𝑟 
Fig. 3: A schematic figure of a skid-steer rover and its associated instantaneous centers of
rotation (ICRs).
and (xICRl, yICRl) are the vehicle, right hand-side, and left hand-side ICR po-
sitions, respectively. These parameters are shown in Fig. 3 and are as follows:

















xICRl   xICRr (6)
vx =
(Vl   Vr)yICRv
xICRl   xICRr (7)
!z =
Vl   Vr
xICRl   xICRr (8)
Moreover, vx, vy, and !z are the velocity in X, velocity in Y , and angu-
lar velocity about Z axes of the rover’s body frame, respectively. Recall that
Vr and Vl are the right and left wheel velocities (i.e. wheel angular velocities
multiplied by wheel radius), respectively, and are control inputs. Martinez et
al. [26] show that the positions of ICRs can be assumed to be approximately
constant for a particular terrain type. They can be estimated by taking ex-
perimental measurements (as is done in this work, see subsection 4.2) or via
dynamics simulations, for a particular soil type and narrow range of speeds.
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Furthermore,W and L are the distance between the center of left and right
wheels in the X direction and the distance between the center of front and
rear wheels in the Y direction, respectively. Also, the slip track (Bs) is defined
as follows:
Bs = xICRr   xICRl (9)
and can also be seen in Fig. 3.
Based on the assumptions listed before, the rover center of mass is located
at its centroid. Accordingly, the following equations can be concluded:
xICRr =  xICRl (10)
yICRv = yICRl = yICRr = 0 (11)
Hence, from (6) through (11) it can be concluded that
vx = 0 (12)















From the fact that |v| = R|!z| as well as equations (13) and (14), the




    Vr + VlVr   Vl
     , Vr 6= Vl (17)
Definition 1 R0 =
Bs
2
. Hence, R = R0 is the boundary between the separate
cases where Vr and Vl are either of equal or opposite sign.
As mentioned before, R0 is the turning radius at which a skid-steer rover’s
inner wheels are not commanded to turn. Without loss of generality consider
the right wheel as the inner wheel. Therefore, at R0 the right velocity should




     = Bs2 .
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2.2 Power Model
This subsection adapts a popular existing skid-steer power model for usage
in Problem 1-i. This model is based on a frictional wheel-terrain contact as-
sumption. This power model, developed by Morales et al. ([24][27]) and used








where P is power consumed, µ is the friction coe cient, !z is the angular
velocity, pn is the normal force on each wheel, Vr and Vl are right and left
wheel velocities, ||an   Cr,l|| (Fig. 4) is the distance from the right or left
Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR) to a wheel, G is the internal and
rolling resistance coe cient, and N is the number of wheels. Vr and Vl are the







































where p is the equal normal force applied to each wheel. The other parameters
are as defined before.
Using (11), (15) and (16), the power model can be simplified as follows:
P = 2µ|!z|p
p
L2 + (W  Bs)2 +G(|Vr|+ |Vl|) (20)
or,




L2 + (W  Bs)2 (22)
Note that the absolute value functions present in Eq. (21), in conjunction
with the definition of !z in Eq. (14), motivate looking separately at the cases
were Vr and Vl are either of equal or opposite sign. From inspecting Eq. (17)
in conjunction with Definition 1, the boundary between these separate cases
(i.e. when either Vr = 0 or Vl = 0) corresponds to R = R0. Theorem 1 in the
next section thus splits the consideration of turning radii between those below
or above R0.
















Fig. 4: Distance of a wheel from ICR. To calculate ||an  Cr,l|| for each wheel, the ICR on
the same side as the wheel is always considered (i.e. for the wheels in the right hand side of
the rover, Cr should be considered.)
3 Energy-E cient CLC Paths
This section focuses on the mathematical formulation of Problem 1-i (see sec-
tion 2). Accordingly, the energy consumptions of a skid-steer rover during a
circular-arc path segment and a straight line motion are formulated. Then,
using these equations, the optimization problem for an energy-e cient CLC
path with all of its equality and inequality constraints is defined.
3.1 Energy Consumption During a Circular-arc and a Straight Line




where t is time. In addition, along a circular arc and a straight line, the related







where d✓ and ds are the di↵erential of angle and displacement of the rover,
respectively.
Theorem 1 The energy for the skid-steer rover when doing a circular arc
maneuver (using the power model of Eq. (21)) is equal to:
EC =
(
(F +GBs) | ✓|, if 0  R  R0
(F + 2RG)| ✓|, if R > R0 (26)
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The definition of R0 ensures that in the region 0  R < R0, Vr and Vl are of
opposite sign. Therefore, the following relation is always true:
|Vr|+|Vl|
|Vr   Vl| = 1 (29)
Without loss of generality, consider Vr positive. Then, |Vr| = Vr and |Vl| =







= (F +GBs) | ✓|, for 0  R  R0
(30)
Therefore the energy for any turn with 0  R < R0 is a constant times | ✓|.
When R > R0, it is known that both Vr and Vl have the same sign (both are
positive or negative). Accordingly, it can be proved that equation (17) can be





|Vr   Vl| (31)




= (F + 2RG)
Z
|d✓|
= (F + 2RG) | ✓|, for R > R0
(32)
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Accordingly, using Theorem 1, the energy function for arc of a circle with
turning radius of R can be written as follows:
EC =(F +GBs) | ✓|
 
H[R] H[R R0] 
+ (F + 2GR) | ✓|H[R R0] (33)
where the Heaviside function for real numbers, n, is as follows:
H[n] =
(
0, if n < 0
1, if n   0 (34)




1 | ✓| H[R] + ( a02 + a03R) | ✓| H[R R0] (35)
where
a01 = F +GBs (36)
a02 = GBs (37)
a03 = 2G (38)
Lemma 1 The energy for the skid-steer rover when doing a straight line ma-
neuver (using the power model of Eq. (21)) is equal to:
EL = 2G
q
(xPB1   xPB2)2 + (yPB1   yPB2)2 (39)
where (xB1 , yB1) and (xB2 , yB2) are the start and end of straight line maneuver,
respectively.
Proof: It is known that !z = 0 for a straight line motion. Hence, starting






















Since Vr and Vl have the same sign at the straight line motion, the following
relation is always true:
|Vr|+|Vl|








(xPB1   xPB2)2 + (yPB1   yPB2)2
(43)
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3.2 Mathematical Formulations of Optimal CLC Paths
This subsection sets up the optimization problem for finding enegry-e cient
CLC paths (Fig. 5). The notation is based on prior work optimizing Circle-
Circle (CC) paths [21]; as points A and C grow farther apart, the motivation
for this present work adding a straight line segment becomes clear.
By using Eq. (35), Lemma 1, and the assumptions described in section 2
the energy for the full path is obtained as follows:
E = EAB1 + EB1B2 + EB2C (44)
E =
 
a01 H[R1] + ( a02 + a03R1)H[R1  R0]
  |✓PB1   ✓PA |
+
 
a01 H[R2] + ( a02 + a03R2)H[R2  R0]
  |✓PB1   ✓PC |
+2G
q
(xPB1   xPB2)2 + (yPB1   yPB2)2
(45)
where R1 and R2 are the radii of the first and second circles (Fig. 5), respec-
tively. Also, ✓PB1 , ✓
P
A , and ✓
P
C are the heading angles of the path at points B1,
A, and C in the path-defined coordinate system (see Fig. 1 also), respectively.
In addition, (xPB1 , y
P
B1
) and (xPB2 , y
P
B2
) are the position of points B1 and B2 in
the path-defined coordinate system.
The optimally energy-e cient CLC path problem defined in section 2 can













Fig. 5: CLC paths between a starting and end point in the global and path-defined coordinate
system. The axes xP and yP indicate the path-defined coordinate system. Also, axes x and
y indicate the global coordinate system.




subject to hi = 0, i = 1, 2
0 < k✓PB1 
⇡
2
Rj > 0, j = 1, 2
(46)
To avoid searching for ✓PB1 > 2⇡ or ✓
P
B1
<  2⇡ in the optimization process,
the inequality constraints in (46) are written; it is clear when (50), written




is required for minimum energy. Also, E is given by (45), and the
equality constraints (hi) which define the CLC paths are as follows:
h1 = x
P
B2   xPB1   cos ✓PB1
q
(xPB2   xPB1)2 + (yPB2   yPB1)2 (47)
h2 = y
P




A + kR1(  sin ✓PA + sin ✓PB1)
yPB1 =y
P
A + kR1(cos ✓
P
A   cos ✓PB1)
xPB2 =x
P
C + kR2(sin ✓
P
C   sin ✓PB1)
yPB2 =y
P
C + kR2(  cos ✓PC + cos ✓PB1)
k =  sin ✓
P
A
| sin ✓PA |
, ✓PA 6= 0
(49)
and
{✓PA , ✓PC 2 (0,
⇡
2




which means ✓PA and ✓
P
C are both in the first or both in the fourth quadrant
of path-defined coordinate system (see Fig. 5).
4 Simulation and Experimental Results of CLC and PLP Paths
This section presents simulation and experimental results for optimizing CLC
paths (i.e. Problem 1 in section 2). Numerical results of the optimization set
up in the preceding section are presented. CLC paths are performed experi-
mentally on hard ground with a Husky rover, shown in Figure 6, in addition
to PLP paths with the same start/end poses for comparison. Furthermore,
some of the performed experimental tests are discussed in additional detail,
as are the results of experiments exploring power consumption as a function
of turning radius.
Relevant rover parameters are given in Table 2. Note that a weight (bin
filled with sand) is attached to the rover such that the resulting center of mass
is at the rover’s geometric center; this increases the rover’s total mass.
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Table 1: Husky Rover Test Plan on Hard Ground





(45o, 45o) 10 m
(60o, 30o) 8 m
Concrete PLP
(45o, 45o) Measured Dis. for CLC (45o, 45o)
(60o, 30o) Measured Dis. for CLC (60o, 30o)
4.1 Test Plan
This subsection provides the plan for both the numerical and experimental
tests. Because of the skid-steer rovers’ ability to do point turns the simplest
way to traverse a distance between two points is by doing a PLP. However,
we will show that CLC paths can consume less energy than PLP paths. Ac-
cordingly, di↵erent scenarios for CLC and PLP paths are considered for the
Husky, in simulation and in experiments on hard ground (concrete).
The test plan is shown in Table 1. Two scenarios are studied on hard
ground, one with equal start and end angle, relative to the path-defined coor-
dinate system (whose x-axis is aligned with the line connecting points A and
C), and another with di↵erent start and end angles.
4.2 Numerical Solutions of the Optimization Problem
This subsection addresses the numerical optimization of CLC paths by utilizing
the optimization problem formulated in subsection 3.2.
Fig. 6: Husky UGV Rover
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Table 2: Husky Rover Parameters on Hard Ground (HG) used in the Numerical Computa-
tions
Parameter µ G
 |Vl| +|Vr|  L W m g p Bs
Value 0.74 30.85 0.6 0.52 0.55 63 9.81 mg/4 1.29
Unit - Ws/m m/s m m kg m/s2 N m
Table 3: Numerically Computed Energy-E cient CLC Paths for Husky Rover on Hard
Ground
Path Type (✓oA, ✓
o
C) Distance (m) (R1(m), R2(m), ✓B(rad)) Energy (J)
CLC (45,45) 10 (0.645, 0.645, -0.0417) 965.83
PLP (45,45) 10 (0,0,0) 1004.38
CLC (60,30) 8 (0.645, 0.645, -0.0577) 851.21
PLP (60,30) 8 (0,0,0) 880.98
Parameters used to compute energy for the various scenarios listed in the
test plan (Table 1) are provided in Table 2 for the Husky on hard ground. The
parameters µ (friction coe cient), G (internal/rolling resistance coe cient),
and Bs (slip track) are obtained experimentally, and are dependent on rover-
terrain combination. Bs is calculated from the experimental data by using an
Extended Kalman Filter, according to the procedure outlined by Pentzer et al.
[28]. G is obtained from straight-line maneuvers given Vl, Vr and the measured
power, using (20). Then, CLC maneuvers are utilized to calculate µ by using
(20) and the calculated G.
To solve the constrained optimization problem presented by (46) in 3.2,
the minimize function from the scipy.optimize package in python is used.
In the minimize function, Sequential Least Squares Programming (SLSQP)
algorithm is chosen. The optimization results are presented in the rows marked
‘CLC’ in Table 3 for the Husky on hard ground. Comparing the optimal turning
radii returned by the optimization, in Table 3 to the Bs input parameter in




R0. The fact that R0 is the optimal turning radius predicted by these numerical
analyses highlights its importance.
Table 3 also provides the computed energy for PLP paths that achieve the
same displacement from start to end pose. In both cases, the optimal CLC
path is predicted to require less energy than the corresponding PLP path.
4.3 Experimental results on hard ground
This subsection studies the scenarios presented in Table 1 experimentally. To
command a CLC path experimentally, the total desired Euclidean distance
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(between points A and C), the start and end angles, and the commanded radii
R1 and R2 are used to find the required angle subtended by each circular arc
(at the center of the corresponding circle). Each circular arc is commanded
until the rover’s Inertial Measurement Unit (a VectorNav VN-100R) shows
the required turn angle has been achieved. The straight line segments are
commanded via dead-reckoning that accounts for an empirically estimated
slip ratio. Because in practice the specified distances are not exactly achieved,
the actually displaced Euclidean distance from start to end pose (measured
using a laser total station shown in Fig. 7) in the CLC path is used to prescribe
the distance for the PLP path. The final displacements from start to end poses
for CLC and PLP paths are confirmed to be within 0.5% of one another, to
ensure a fair comparison.
Rover power consumption (and energy consumption over each path) is
measured with a TI INA226 bidirectional current and power sensor on the
Husky.
The following definitions are given to distinguish between the commanded
and measured turning radii for the Husky UGV:
Definition 2 R0Hc is the commanded turning radius for the Husky UGV that
results in the inner wheels receiving a commanded velocity of 0. R0Hc = 0.55m.
Definition 3 R0H is the actual turning radius that the Husky follows when
R0Hc is commanded to it.
Definition 4 Re is the actual turning radius that a rover follows during any
generic circular arc, as measured experimentally. As will be explained in this
subsection, the commanded R1 and R2 are equal for all the experimental
tests. Hence, the measured R1 (Rm1 ) and measured R2 (R
m




Fig. 7: The laser total station (red box) and the prism on the rover (blue box) used for
tracking rover motion.
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It is worth noting that the R0Hc of 0.55 m accounts for the fact that the rover
will generally experience lateral slip. Clearpath Robotics have programmed
a slip track, Bs, of 1.1 m into the Husky’s controls for converting paired v
and !z commands into Vr and Vl control inputs according to (13) and (14).
For hypothetical operation without lateral slip, the slip track would have been
exactly equal to the rover width, but this programmed slip track is about twice
the rover width; this highlights the important distinction between Rc = W/2
and R0 = Bs/2. Clearpath’s programmed slip track is presumably based on
some average slip track measured from tests on reference terrain(s). In practice,
the actual slip track di↵ers from this value.
In the case where the Husky is commanded with R0Hc , Re = R
0
H . However,
other turning radii can also be, and are, explored experimentally. For each test,
the actual turning radius driven was derived from laser total station and IMU
measurements. Because the o↵set between the total station prism (attached to
the rover) and the rover center is known and constant, the rover center location
can be computed by a simple transformation knowing the prism location and
rover heading angle. A circle is fit to the rover center data points to find an
actual turning radius. Note that the associated timestamps can further be used
to compute the rover’s forward velocity, angular velocity, and the velocity of
its left and right sides. On concrete R0H = 0.645 m.
In subsection 4.2, it is shown that the minimum energy is always numeri-
cally predicted at R1 = R2 = R0 (R0H for Husky). Therefore, several CLC ma-
neuvers are commanded around R0Hc for the Husky UGV. Specifically, tests are




2R0Hc . Each of these tests is compared to its own respective PLP test (i.e. com-
manded turning radius of 0) for the fairest possible comparison, as described
earlier. In these tests, the di↵erence in total distance for all the CLC/PLP
pairs was always less than 0.5%, with the PLP path being slightly shorter.
The energy consumption of each CLC path (ECLC) is compared to the
energy consumption of the corresponding PLP path (EPLP), quantified as a




In cases where the above metric is negative, the energy consumed by the
CLC path is lower than the corresponding PLP path. Figure 8 and Figure 9
show the experimental results for this metric for the hard ground experiments
described in the test plan, Table 1. For each example path, 3 runs were con-
ducted at each commanded turning radius, for a total of 12 CLC paths; 12
corresponding PLP paths were also run. For both example paths studied, the
lowest energy consumption on average is observed for CLC paths with turning
radii R0H , exactly as predicted by the numerical analysis (see Table 3).
Figure 10 compares the power consumption profiles for a PLP path versus
its corresponding CLC path with R = R0H . The example shown is Run 1 from
Fig. 8 (at Re/R0H = 1), i.e. with start and end angles of 45
o and a displacement
of 10 m. The total time required for the CLC maneuver is shorter, because
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Fig. 8: Comparison of experimentally measured energy consumption for CLC paths vs. PLP
paths for the Husky rover on hard ground. Start and end angle 45o; distance 10 m. Lowest
energy is observed for CLC paths with turning radius R0H .
































Fig. 9: Comparison of experimentally measured energy consumption for CLC paths vs. PLP
paths for the Husky rover on hard ground. Start angle 60o; end angle 30o; distance 8 m.
Lowest energy is observed for CLC paths with turning radius R0H .
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Fig. 10: Comparison of experimentally measured power consumption vs. time for a CLC
path (with R = R0H) and PLP path for the Husky rover on hard ground.
the straight line segment is shorter due to the R0 turn contributing to forward
progress (as opposed to a point turn). The average power during the R0 turns
is also lower than point turns on this terrain. The time required to complete
each arc is only slightly longer than it takes to complete the point turn. Taken
together, the total energy is approximately 10% lower for the CLC path with
R = R0 (which we can call the R0-CLC path) compared to the PLP path, as
can be seen again in Fig. 8.
4.4 Experimental Power for Husky UGV
This subsection presents power data measured experimentally for a skid-steer
rover on hard ground, and discusses nuanced di↵erences observed between this
data and points discussed in prior literature.
A Husky UGV was commanded to execute 90 degree turns at various turn-
ing radii, subject to a constant forward velocity of 0.3m/s, on hard ground
(concrete). Power was measured for both the left and right motors using a
Texas Instruments INA226 bidirectional current and power sensor, and the
total power was averaged over the duration of the 90 degree turn. The turns
start at the commanded R0Hc and explore left and right power consumption as
the turning radius is increased towards infinity.
Experimental data collected on hard ground (Figure 11) shows approxi-
mate correspondence with observations made in prior literature. It can also be
seen that inner wheel power consumption becomes negative after R0, as ob-
served previously above Rc by Dogru and Marques [22,23]. However, once the
turning radius increases past a certain point (18 m on this particular terrain),
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Fig. 11: Husky UGV power consumption as a function of commanded turning radii bigger
than R0. The tests are performed on hard ground consisting of concrete.
inner wheel power consumption becomes positive again. This is consistent with
a reasonable expectation that power consumption changes gradually at large
turning radii, rather than jumping suddenly to be negative as soon as left and
right wheel velocities become unequal (i.e. the power does not remain negative
for all of R0 < R < 1, but rather for R0 < R < RT , where RT ⌧ 1 is a
threshold radius).
4.5 Interpretation and generalization of optimization results
The simulated and experimental results on hard ground both show optimal
energy consumption with CLC paths occurs with turning radii of R0. It is
instructive to now re-examine theory presented earlier in light of this result.
For 0  R  R0, Theorem (1) shows that energy consumed by a turn is a
constant times | ✓|. In other words, the energy required to change heading is
the same regardless of whether a point turn or R0 turn is employed. However,
when constructing a CLC path this choice a↵ects the length of the straight
line, and thus EB1B2 . In general, R
0-CLC paths require more | ✓| than PLP
paths, but as the distance between the start and end points is increased, the
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di↵erence approaches zero. On the other hand, because the R0 turns also make
forward progress, the line in a CLC path will be shorter than a PLP path.
This is exactly what is seen in the simulations and experiments explored in
the preceding subsections.
The above argument does not necessarily hold for small distances between
A and C, and future work will explore the threshold at which R0 curves stop
being the optimal choice.
5 Conclusion
This research identifies R0, equal to half a skid-steer rover’s slip track and
also the radius at which the inner wheels are not commanded to turn, as
a crucial concept in understanding the energy-e ciency of skid-steer rovers.
When considered with respect to a popular power model for skid-steer rovers,
R0 corresponds to an important transition for energy consumption: below R0
energy consumption is not a function of turning radius while above R0 it is.
This research searches, both in numerical simulation and in experiments
on hard ground, for the most energy-e cient path from among Circular arc -
Line - Circular arc (CLC) paths, a generalization of Point turn - Line - Point
turn (PLP) paths (PLP paths are the simplest path to execute for a skid-
steer rover traversing between general start and end poses). Because energy
consumption is not a function of R below R0, an R0 circular arc requires the
same energy as a point turn through the same angle, but achieves forward as
well that shortens the straight line portion of the path. Therefore, R0-CLC
paths (or perhaps just straight lines) should be used as “optimistic” estimates
of cost to a goal, rather than PLP paths.
From the evaluations and investigations reported here, the following find-
ings are concluded:
– Numerically optimizing CLC paths for energy-e ciency shows that, for the
existing power model and all cases examined, R = R0 gives the minimum
energy consumption.
– Results obtained from experiments on hard ground (concrete) for CLC
paths also show minimum energy consumption with R = R0, thus agreeing
with the numerical predictions regarding the importance of this special
turning radius.
– Experimental results indicate that in the example scenarios studied, with
the end goal several rover lengths away from the start point, there is always
a CLC path that can be found that is more e cient than its corresponding
PLP path.
– When examining power consumption of inner and outer wheels during
a skid-steer turn, inner wheel power does not remain negative for all of
R0 < R <1, but rather for R0 < R < RT , where RT ⌧1 is a threshold
radius.
The following areas are identified as useful directions for future work:
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– Devising optimally energy-e cient non-predefined paths for skid-steer rovers.
– Adapting global path planners to include R0 CLC paths as local plan-
ning methods. This could include adaptively extending nodes away from
obstacles to give room for wider turning radii when required to maintain
collision-free paths.
– Extending the analysis to soft soils, including modifying the power model
to account for di↵erences in the rover-terrain interactions.
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